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MÜZİK - BİLİM DERGİSİ

Müzik-Bilim Dergisi’nin yeni sayısı, özel bir çerçeveyle okurlarının karşısına 
çıkıyor. Dergimizin Bahar 2015 sayısı, Doğu Akdeniz Araştırmalar Merkezi 
(DAKAM) ve İstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi Türk Müziği Devlet Konservatuarı 
işbirliğiyle 7-8 Mayıs 2015 tarihleri arasında BİSED Salonu’nda düzenlenen 
Musicult’15 sempozyumunda sunulan, dergimizin yayın kurulu tarafından se-
çilen ve hakemlerimizce değerlendirilen bildirilerin genişletilmiş makale versi-
yonlarını içeriyor. Böylece Bahar 2015 sayısıyla hem okuyucularımızın İngiltere, 
Amerika Birleşik Devletleri, İtalya, Cezayir, Yunanistan, İran, Malezya ve diğer 
pek çok ülkeden toplam 59 katılımcının yer aldığı sempozyumda dikkat çeken 
konulara ve çeşitli ülkelerin akademisyenlerinin müzikolojiyi kavrayışlarına, 
farklı müzikolojik yaklaşım ve yöntemlere dair fikir edinebilmesine, hem de 
akademik dünyalar arasındaki etkileşime aracı olmayı umuyoruz. 

Dergimizin yayın hayatına başladığından beri ilke edindiği akademik alanda 
faaliyet gösteren kurum ve kuruluşlarla işbirliğini artırma çabasının Bahar 2015 
sayısıyla ürün haline geldiğini görmek bizler için sevindiricidir. Fakat Manuel 
Castells’in tabiriyle içinde yaşadığımız “ağ toplumu”nda işbirliği ve etkileşim 
için karşımızda yeni biçimler ve olanaklar olduğu da görmezden gelinemez. 
Örneğin literatür taramasının büyük bir kısmını artık çevrimiçi olarak eriştiği-
miz veritabanları ve koleksiyonlar üzerinden yürütüyor, akademik üretimi bu 
veritabanlarına ve koleksiyonlara dahil olan yayınlar aracılığıyla takip ediyoruz. 
“Ağ”a dahil olmak, ister birey isterse kurum olsun, herkes için artık neredeyse 
bir zorunluluk. Bizler de dergimizin böylesi platformların içinde yer alması için 
özellikle gayret gösteriyoruz. Bu doğrultuda Müzik-Bilim Dergisi’nin bundan 
böyle Répertoire International de Littérature Musicale (RILM) tarafından ha-
zırlanmakta olan çevrimiçi müzik dergileri koleksiyonunda yer alacağı haberini 
okuyucularımızla paylaşmaktan mutluluk duyuyoruz. Bizleri destekleyen ve 
dergimizin niteliğinin yükselmesine büyük katkıda bulunan hakemlerimize bu 
vesileyle bir kez daha teşekkür ederiz.

Müzik-Bilim Dergisi’nin Bahar 2015 sayısında beş makaleye yer verdik. Navid 
Bargrizan, “Technology, Microtones, and Mediation in Manfred Stahnke’s 
Orpheus Kristall” başlıklı makalesinde Alman besteci Manfred Stahnke’nin Si-
emens Arts Program tarafından desteklenen ve ilk kez 2002’de Münchener 
Biennale’de sahnelenen operası Orpheus Kristall’i konu ediyor. Bargrizan ma-
kalesinde operanın baş karakteri Orpheus ve onu çevreleyen dış dünya arasın-
daki ilişkide internetin dolayımlama rolüne odaklanıyor.

Ángeles Sancho-Velázquez, “Virtuosos, Improvisers, and the Politics of Seri-
ousness in Western Classical Music” başlıklı makalesinde Avrupa müziğinde 
on dokuzuncu yüzyılda doğaçlamanın terkedilmesini ele alıyor; virtüözler ve 

Editoryal / Editorial 
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virtüözite kavrayışlarına odaklanarak bu terk edişin ardındaki müzik dışı politik 
ve sosyal konuları irdeliyor. 

“Relation of Music to Cultural Identity in the Colonies of West Greece: the 
Case of Selinus” başlıklı makalesinde Angela Bellia, arkeolojik bulgulardan 
yola çıkarak müzik etkinliklerini kültürel kimlik bağlamında yorumluyor; Atina 
ve Sparta’ya odaklanmış Antik Yunan müziği çalışmalarına, Sicilya Adası’ndaki 
Selinus’a yönelerek alternatif ve bütünselci yorumları kırmaya yönelik bir bakış 
açısı sunuyor.

Olcay Muslu Gardner, “Endangered Music and Dance Culture and Sustainabi-
lity: A Case Study in Rural Turkey” başlıklı makalesinde Domaniç’te yürüttüğü 
alan çalışmasını, UNESCO’nun toplulukların ve kimi durumlarda bireylerin 
kültürel miras olarak tanımladıkları uygulamaları, temsilleri, anlatımları, bil-
gi ve becerileri kapsayan “somut olmayan kültürel miras” nitelemesi, kültürel 
sürdürülebilirlik ve kültür politikaları üzerinden ele alıyor.   

Müzik-Bilim Dergisi’nin yayınlanmasını sağlayan MSGSÜ Yayın ve Basın 
Birimi’ne, Bahar 2015 sayısının hakemlerine, genel yayın yönetmenimize, edi-
törlerimize ve yazarlarımıza içtenlikle teşekkür ederiz. 

Müzik-Bilim Dergisi Yayın Kurulu

Editorial1

The Journal of Musicology’s new issue meets its audience with a brand new con-
tent. The Spring 2015 issue includes proceedings of the Musicult’15 symposi-
um, a symposium organized with the collaboration of Eastern Mediterranean 
Academic Research Center (DAKAM) and Istanbul Technical University Tur-
kish Music State Conservatory held between 7-8 May 2015 at BISED Hall. All 
the papers were read and approved by the journal’s scientific board. Thus, 
with our journal’s Spring 2015 issue we are willing to offer our readers, the 
opportunity to discover new musicological approaches and methods, and new 
musicological understanding of scholars from 59 countries around the world 
attending the symposium, such as England, USA, Italy, Greece, Iran, Malaysia.

Since its beginning, the main principle of our journal is the idea of collabora-
tion with other academic institutions. And it is our great pleasure to see that 
this principle is concretely being bought to life with our Spring 2015 issue. In 
the “network society” that we live in -as Manuel Castells would call it- we can-
not deny the new possibilities of cooperation and interaction. For instance, the 
majority of the source research is made from online databases and collections 
and we have the opportunity to follow academic writings form publications 
that are included in these databases. To be part of the “network” is a neces-
sity for individuals and institutions. And we are working in order to appear 
in these academic platforms. We are happy to announce our readers that, 
from now on, our Musicology Journal will be part of the collection prepared by 
Répertoire International de Littérature Musicale (RILM). By this occasion, we 

1 Translated by İlke Boran. 
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would like to thank our referees for supporting us and bringing our publicati-
on to a higher level. 

The Spring 2015 issue of the Journal of Musicology consists of 5 articles. Navid 
Bargrizan, in his paper entitled “Technology, Microtones, and Mediation in 
Manfred Stahnke’s Orpheus Kristall”, focuses on Manfred Stanke’s opera Orp-
heus Kristall, an opera sponsored by Siemens Arts Program and performed in 
2002 at the Munich Biennale. In his paper Bargrizan concentrates on the role 
of mediation of the Internet within the main character Orpheus and the world 
that surrounds him.

Ángeles Sancho-Velázquez, in her paper “Virtuosos, Improvisers, and the Po-
litics of Seriousness in Western Classical Music”, debates on the abandon 
of improvisation in the European art music in the 19th century. She aims to 
analyze the social and political aspects focusing on the conceptions of virtu-
oso and virtuosity.

In the paper “Relation of Music to Cultural Identity in the Colonies of West 
Greece: the Case of Selinus”, Angela Bellia aims to interpret from archeologi-
cal findings, the musical activities in relation with cultural identity. She propo-
ses a groundbreaking viewpoint in her Ancient Greek music studies focused 
on Athens and Sparta and gazing at Salinas in Sicily Island.

Olcay Muslu Gardner, in her paper “Endangered Music and Dance Culture 
and Sustainability: A Case Study in Rural Turkey” approaches her field studies 
in Domaniç with the perspectives of cultural sustainability, cultural politics 
and UNESCO’s attribution of “abstract cultural heritage”. 

We would like to thank MSGSU publication department who realises the pub-
lication of our journal, the board of the Spring 2015 issue, our chef editor, our 
editors and our authors.

The Journal of Musicology Editorial Board
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Abstract

In his opera Orpheus Kristall, Manfred Stahnke presents an autistic Orpheus 
bewildered by the complexity of his multimedia environment. Extending the 
borders of the immediate, live music on stage Stahnke integrates an external 
world by means of the Internet, effectively creating the tension between Orp-
heus’ inner-self and external influences. 

I argue that the Internet, as a technological artifact, embodies the role of medi-
ation in Orpheus Kristall, clarifying the allegorical relationship between Orphe-
us and his extended world. I explore the allegorical representation of key con-
temporary existential issues within Orpheus Kristall, represented by Stahnke’s 
innovative use of digital media, microtonality, and mythology.

Keywords: multimedia opera, Internet as a performance medium, microtona-
lity, difference-tone harmony, just intonation

Öz

Orpheus Kristall adlı operasında Manfred Stahnke, multimedya ortamının kar-
maşasından sıkılmış otistik bir Orpheus sunmaktadır. Stahnke, canlı müziğin 
doğrudanlığının sınırlarını genişleterek internet ortamının olanaklarını da kat-
makta, böylece Orpheus’un iç benliği ile dış etkiler arasındaki gerginliği ortaya 
çıkarmaktadır.

Technology, Microtones, and Mediation in 
Manfred Stahnke’s Orpheus Kristall*’** 
Manfred Stahnke’nin Orpheus Kristall’inde 
Teknoloji, Mikrotonlar ve Dolayımlama

Navid BARGRİZAN***

Stahnke points 
out the desires 
“to make,” “to 
build,” but to 
“build in vain;” 
since we cannot 
“win,” we 
“destroy what we 
have built.” As 
a matter of fact, 
all these possible 
plots coexist 
simultaneously, 
throughout the 
opera. 

 
* Earlier and shorter versions of this paper has been presented at the following con-
ferences: 
2014 Winter Meeting of the American Musicological Society New England Chapter 
at Boston Conservatory; 2014 Conference of the Graduate Association of Musicolo-
gists and Theorists at University of North Texas Denton; 9th Conference for Interdis-
ciplinary Musicology at National Institute for Music Research, Berlin, 2014; Stony 
Brook 5th Annual Graduate Music symposium “Technologies of Sounds: Systems, 
Networks, Modernities,” Long Island, 2015; MUSICULT’15 Music and Cultural Studies: 
On Locality & Universality II Conference, DAKAM & Istanbul Technical University, 7-9 
May, 2015, Istanbul, Turkey.
Two earlier and shorter version of this paper are published in the Proceedings of the 
9th Conference for Interdisciplinary Musicology, National Institute of Music Research, 
Berlin, December 2014; and in the S. Karahasanoğlu (Ed.) 2015, MUSICULT’15 Music 
and Cultural Studies: On Locality & Universality II Conference Proceedings, Delta Pub-
lishing, Istanbul.
** Yayın Başvuru Tarihi: 25.04.2015,Yayın Kabul Tarihi:15.06.2015.
** Ph.D. Fellow, Historical Musicology, Composition, University of Florida, Gaines-
ville, nbargrizan@ufl.edu. 

N. Bargrizan Müzik-Bilim Dergisi, 2015; 1 (6):11-28
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Teknolojik bir obje olarak internetin Orpheus Kristall’da dolayımlama rolünü 
üstlendiğini öne sürerek, Orpheus ve etrafındaki dış dünya arasındaki alegorik 
etkileşimi açıklamaya çalışıyorum. Bu makale, Orpheus Kristall’da Stahnke’nin 
yenilikçi dijital ortamla dile getirdiği temel çağdaş varoluş meselelerinin alego-
rik sunumu üzerinde durmaktadır. 

Anahtar kelimeler: multimedya opera, performans ortamı olarak internet, mik-
rotonalite, difference-tone harmony, just intonation

Introduction

Placed in Manfred Stahnke’s constructed world, an autistic Orpheus is lost in 
the complexity of a multimedia opera. Struggling with his own thoughts, Orp-
heus seeks his lost self-identity amid his immediate world on the stage and 
its virtual extension represented by the use of the Internet. He reacts to the 
incoming sounds that emerge from the Internet in an attempt to get to know 
and locate himself in this media-world. He is trapped within his thoughts until 
three imaginary Eurydice characters appear on the stage, confronting him and 
his hallucinations of the most traumatic event in his life: the loss of his Eurydi-
ce. As he attempts to face his memories, express his thoughts, and cope with 
his loss, he constantly endeavors to remember what happened to his Eurydi-
ce, throughout the course of the opera. 

Orpheus Kristall, Stahnke’s German opera in two media for stage and remote 
musicians, resulted from a cooperative project initiated by the Munich Bien-
nale for Contemporary Opera 2002 and the Siemens Art Program. The pur-
pose of the collaboration was to explore the theme of Oper als virtuelle Realität 
(Opera as virtual reality).1 In this pioneering work, the Hamburg-based com-
poser extends the boundaries of the live music on stage through integration 
of a vast external world via the Internet as an integral part of the performance 
medium. He also uses a finely-tuned system of fifty-three tones to octave, his 
own concept of Differenztonharmonik (Difference-Tone Harmony), and exten-
sive micro-glissandi to characterize Orpheus’s inner-battle within his exten-
ded, technological world. In fact, Stahnke’s innovative approach to integrating 
digital media in the performance and his extensive, multifaceted microtonal 
construction is the foundation for the entire opera. 

While Stahnke has authored articles disclosing the sophisticated compositio-
nal procedures in his works, here I analyze them as much as they relate to the 
use of technological and microtonal structures in this opera. Concentrating on 
the opera’s technological aspect, I argue that the Internet, as a technological 
artifact, embodies the role of mediation in Orpheus Kristall to clarify the allego-
rical relationship between Orpheus and his extended world. 

In the opera Orpheus uses the Internet as an object to relate to the large, 
confusing world. Using objects as mediator between an individual and the 
external world is not new to humans, and technology-philosopher Peter-Paul 
Verbeek has expounded upon this notion of “mediation”: 

1 In this paper, all translations are mine. 
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I articulate an approach to technological artifacts in human existence. 

The key concept of this approach is “mediation”.… When technological 

artifacts are looked at in terms of meditation -how they mediate the rela-

tion between humans and their world, amongst human beings, and bet-

ween humans and technology itself- technologies can no longer be pige-

onholed simply as either neutral or determining. (Verbeek, 2005, p. 11)

In other words, based on the concept of mediation, technology is able to sha-
pe the nature of the human-world relationship. Here, Verbeek looks at techno-
logy as a possible form of mediation for human beings to be confronted with 
reality. In Orpheus Kristall, the allegorical relation of Orpheus to his extended 
world symbolizes the reflections of Orpheus’s memories of Eurydice and her 
catastrophic death. The external world is realized in the performance by the 
remote musician’s sound coming to the stage through the Internet, filtered 
by control boards and amplified by speakers. Integrating the “medium” of 
Internet to clarify the aforementioned relationships and extending the borders 
of the live stage-music represents a notable technological issue in Orpheus 
Kristall, as I shall demonstrate.

This paper will also address the allegorical representation of key contem-
porary existential issues within Orpheus Kristall, namely the correlation bet-
ween Orpheus’ inner-battle, and the non-fixed, fluid world of microtones 
in Stahnke’s microtonal system. Orpheus’ endeavor to overcome the cold 
“Kristall” (crystal) of his corrupted, non-functioning inner-world by grasping 
onto the external world’s Internet-sounds, I further argue, is analogous to the 
composer’s desire to break through the limited scope of equal temperament, 
as well as his attempt to expand the narrow reach of the immediate stage. Orp-
heus Kristall is a successful example of a multimedia art piece that draws upon 
mythology in order to address issues related to cultural and personal identity, 
while shedding light on the subtle amalgamation of mythology, technology, 
and microtonality.

The World of Stahnke’s Orpheus

For this operatic collaboration, Stahnke, the librettist Simone Homem de Mel-
lo, the director Bettina Wackernagel, and the dramaturge Peter Staatsmann, 
agreed upon a different conception of the Orpheus myth, even though Orp-
heus has been the subject of several artistic projects throughout history. The 
question is: what would be their contribution to the Orpheus myth? Stahnke’s 
own answer is related to the plot: “This opera does not tell a story. The story 
is rather pushed far behind; only an echo of the story remains to be heard.”2 
(Stahnke, 2002, p. 196)

Stahnke considers, however, at least two distinct, possible storylines. First, 
the classic story of Orpheus: Orpheus descends to the underworld of Hades 
to retrieve his beloved Eurydice; he fails, and eventually collapses. Second, a 

2 [Trotzdem ist diese “Oper” kein Ding, das eine Geschichte erzählt. Die Geschichte ist 
eher so tief eingesickert, dass nur ihr Echo zu hören bleibt.]
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transformation of the Orpheus myth: he escapes from the underworld, but 
Eurydice seduces him when she realizes that she would no longer be able to 
have contact with Orpheus (Bargrizan, 2012, pp. 106-110).

In Stahnke’s version of the myth, however, the notion of “nature” is even more 
important than in the original story. In my interviews with Stahnke, he addres-
sed the following relationships of the original Orpheus myth, as well as his 
own rendered version, to the concept of nature:

Orpheus is a magician who reaches out to stones, animals, and plants, 
through his music. He has power over the cosmos, upon the humans. 
It is at once “Animism”, considering nature as the spirit of everything 
and everyone, but also “Shamanism” which is an ancient culture and 
still exists partially in Siberia, Korea, or Japan. In other words, Orpheus 
is a Greek version of the old Shamans.3  (Bargrizan, 2012, pp. 107-108)

In Stahnke’s opera, Orpheus rules a world that he created -a world that ex-
tends beyond the borders of the stage. The composer adds some other islands 
across the world to Orpheus’s territory of the opera hall. These islands are 
connected to the main stage through the Internet; from New York and Berke-
ley, to Amsterdam. Within this new world, the autistic Orpheus suffers from 
his memories of falling in love with Eurydice, wining her, and eventually losing 
her. “He even may have murdered her,” says Stahnke; this possibility leads to 
another component of the opera. Stahnke points out the desires “to make,” 
“to build,” but to “build in vain;” since we cannot “win,” we “destroy what 
we have built.”4 (Bargrizan, 2012, p. 108) As a matter of fact, all these possible 
plots coexist simultaneously, throughout the opera.

Crystals and Building Internet-Opera

In this opera, Kristall is a metaphor for nature, for Orpheus’s corrupted world. 
Stahnke borrowed this term from the Austrian physicist, Erwin Schrödinger’s 
concept of “aperiodic crystal” from his influential book What Is Life? (1944). In 
this seminal text, in an era before the biological structure of the human-DNA 
was fully exposed, Schrödinger proposes the concept of “aperiodic crystal” as 
the molecular material carrier of life. He juxtaposes this concept, which stands 
for the rather complicated and non-repetitive structure of a gene, and the rigid 
and plain structure of the natural “periodic crystals” as it was already under-
stood in the physics (Schrödinger, 1944, p. 5 and pp. 60-61). In his words:

An Organism’s astonishing gift of concentrating a “stream of order” 
on itself and thus escaping the decay into atomic chaos -of “drinking 
orderliness” from a suitable environment- seems to be connected with 
the presence of the “aperiodic solids”, the chromosome molecules, 
which doubtless represent the highest degree of well-ordered atomic 
association we know of -much higher than the ordinary periodic crystal- 

3 [Orpheus ist ein Zauberer, er ist mit den Steinen, mit den Pflanzen, mit den Tieren 
verbunden. Er hat Macht über das Universum, über die Menschen. Eigentlich ist das 
Animismus, die Natur als die Seele des Ganzen zu betrachten, oder Schamanismus, der 
immer noch in Sibirien, Korea oder Japan existiert, das ist eine uralte Kultur. Orpheus ist 
sozusagen eine griechische Version der alten Schamanen.]
4 [Er hat sie vielleicht auch gemordet, das ist eine mögliche Komponente in unserer Oper. 
Das hat uns die Texterin nahe gebracht: Das Bauen, aber das Umsonstbauen, weil ich die 
Welt nicht gewinnen kann, deshalb zerstöre ich sie.]
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in virtue of the individual role every atom and every radical is playing 
here. (Schrödinger, 1944, p. 77)

Inspired by Schrödinger’s thesis, for Stahnke, the complicated, rigorous struc-
ture of “periodic crystals” is a metaphor of his intricate, microtonal system, 
comprising fifty-three tones to octave.5 He employs this scale exclusively for 
the improvisation of the remote-musicians. In this regard, Stahnke mentions:

How are we able to deal with an Internet opera that includes building 
crystals (tone systems) and Internet? Tone systems are analogous to 
crystals. But in this omnivorous Europe, the crystal is already very old 
(our great-grandfather: the twelve-tone equal temperament).6 (Stahnke, 
2001, p. 27)

Stahnke employs his specific just-intoned tone system, including the partials 
up to the twenty-first harmonic in the harmonic series. His system consists of 
fifty-three equal intervals, which linearly would build a scale of one-eighth ton-
es. In other words, using intervals imbedded in the harmonic series, he crea-
tes an approximate elaboration of equal temperament, extending the realm of 
twelve tones to fifty-three tones to octave. About the relationship of this scale 
to the ancient musical cultures and its characteristics, Stahnke mentions:

That is an old Bonsaquet and Baroque system. Even the ancient Chinese 
people knew that building up a scale of fifty-three natural fifths, practi-
cally results in the octave.… Using fifty-three tones to octave opens the 
door to a lexicon of perverse and useful intervals. There, we are suspici-
ously close to world of “noises”.7 (Stahnke, 2001, p. 27)

Here, we see how Stahnke’s tonal concept has its roots in the ancient world 
as well as in the nature, representing the world of Orpheus and the world of 
the natural, un-tempered tones; questioning our dominating, equal-tempered 
tonal world. 

The second significant microtonal element in the opera is the slow, long mic-
ro-glissandi, where we can experience a diverse and constantly-morphing mic-
rotonal world (see Examples 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3). This is an effect that Stahnke 
often applies in his compositions. In Orpheus Kristall, the extensive use of 
micro-glissandi is related to the constantly mutating thoughts of the autistic 
Orpheus. Stahnke relates the extensive use of micro-glissandi to the story-line 
(if there is such thing as story-line, in this opera) as follows: 

There is the threshold of form-recognition in the constantly-mutating 
meloharmonic8 image as a consequence of micro-glissandi and pulse-

5 As opposed to his metaphorical use of the concept of “aperiodic crystal,” informing 
his system of Difference-Tone Harmony, which I will explain in the next pages.
6 [Wie ist so ein Ding „Internetoper“ zwischen Kristallbauen und Internet-Laufenlassen zu 
planen? ‘Tonsysteme‚ gehören zu Kristallen, aber in diesem allesfressenden Europa sind 
die Kristalle gealtert (unser Urgroßvater ‘Zwölfton-Temperierung)].
7 [Das ist ein altes System. Bonsaquet, Barok. Sogar die alten Chinesen wussten, dass 
nach 53 reinen Quinten übereinander praktisch die Oktave erreicht ist. 53 temperierte 
Schritte pro Oktave ergeben linear zirka Achteltönen.… Mit 53 Tönen öffnet sich ein 
Lexikon des Perversen und Nützlichen, wir sind dem rauschen verdächtig nah.]
8 For explanation of the concept of “meloharmony,” see page 20. 
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fluctuations -as if Hades is the world of “formlessness”, and as if “form” 
comes from an inaccessible, different world.9 (Stahnke, 2002, p. 196) 

In other words, the vague microtones which are located between the fixed 
half and whole tones as opposed to the familiar tones of the equal tempered 
twelve-tone scale, inform “formlessness vs. form”.

The scale consisting of fifty-three tones to octave used by the remote-musi-
cians and micro-glissandi used by the stage-orchestra are therefore the most 
essential elements in the tonal construction of this opera. Alongside juxtapo-
sition of the stage and Internet-music, these tonal elements create contrast 
between the notions of “formlessness” and “form.” Orpheus desperately desi-
res to reach his now-dead, formless Eurydice. Hence, he travels to the Hades, 
where the distinction between form and formlessness is not as clear. He ne-
arly regains his Eurydice, but he loses her again, and therefore loses himself as 
well. This dichotomy between form and formlessness is conceived throughout 
the work by means of a contrast between the realm of half and whole tones 
and the domain of microtones, all of which is amplified by the improvisatory 
world of Internet-sounds, in contrast to the stage-produced sounds. To realize 
the dichotomy of form and formlessness in the music, Stahnke expands the 
world of fixed half and whole tones to a world of endless tones, where the tone 
is an unfixed phenomenon. By allegorical adoption of a multi-layered micro-
tonal structure, Stahnke breaks the barrier of the equal temperament that had 
characterized our somewhat limited world of the tempered fixed tones.

As an allegory to Schrödinger’s concept of “aperiodic Crystals,” Stahnke’s 
concept of “Difference-Tone Harmony” which is the underpinning of opera’s 
harmonic structure, is equally significant: 

If this enormous apparatus, the Internet, with its uncontrollable charac-
ter has to be integrated on the stage, as a counterbalance, a precisely-
built “crystal” should also be present on the stage. My difference-tone 
harmony could become a comprehensive meloharmonic concept for 
the entire opera.10(Stahnke, 2001, p. 27)

Meloharmony is a term coined by Stahnke in his article “Hybrid Thinking in 
Meloharmony,” published on his official website.11 Stahnke explains this no-
tion as follows:

Meloharmony is a word that I came up with to denote the interrela-
tionship of vertical and horizontal pitch organization within an open 
microtonal field. By definition, this field is open to every aspect of pitch 
organization; interval relationships may exist within this field regard-

9 [Es gibt die Schwelle des Gestalterkennens in einem stets mutierenden meloharmonischen 
Bild infolge von Mikroglissandi, Pulsschwankungen -als wäre der “Hades” der Ort der 
Gestaltlosigkeit und als käme Gestalthaftes aus einer anderen -unerreichbaren- Welt.]
10 [Wenn schon dieser riesige Apparat des Internet mit seinem unsteuerbaren Spielcharakter 
in die Oper einbrechen soll, müsste als starkes Gegengewicht ein sehr präzise gebautes 
“Kristall” auf die reale Opernbühne gestellt werden. Meine Differenztonharmonik könnte 
zu einem umfassenden meloharmonischen Konzept für die Oper werden.]
11 http://www.manfred-stahnke.de/stahnke-english.html.
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less of whether or not they are also related to older forms of melo-
dic-harmonic relationships. The only restriction lies in the avoidance of 
addressing “anonymous” fields, where neither horizontal nor vertical 
pitch relationships play a distinct role. (Stahnke, 2014, p. 1)

Example 1.1: Manfred Stahnke, Orpheus Kristall, Act I, Measures 84-89. Micro-glissandi in the 
strings, microtonal deviations, and the difference-tone chords; the fundamental tones are stated 

below the staff. Reproduced with the permission of the Stahnke-Verlag.
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Example 1.2: Manfred Stahnke, Orpheus Kristall, Act I, Measures 90-95. Micro-glissandi in the 
strings, microtonal deviations, and the difference-tone chords; the fundamental tones are stated 

below the staff. Reproduced with the permission of the Stahnke-Verlag.
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Example 1.3: Manfred Stahnke, Orpheus Kristall, Act I, Measures 96-100. Micro-glissandi in the 
strings, microtonal deviations, and the difference-tone chords; the fundamental tones are stated 

below the staff. Reproduced with the permission of the Stahnke-Verlag.
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In earlier pieces such as his fourth string quartet, titled Schrödingers Kristall, 
inspired by Schrödinger’s concept, Stahnke applies his system of Differ-
ence-Tone Harmony, extensively. In Orpheus Kristall, Stahnke’s meloharmonic 
construction also rests upon Difference-Tone Harmony. This concept refers to 
what happens naturally in our ears when we hear any interval. As soon as we 
hear an interval, its summation-tone (Summationston) emerges as overtones, 
and its quadratic as well as its cubic difference-tones (Differenztöne) emerge 
as undertones. While these are naturally occurring phenomena, we, however, 
are only able to perceive these in specific acoustic conditions accompanied by 
enough amplification, correct intonation, and the lack of vibrato. 

Taking any ratio (f2/f1) from the overtone-series (f2 has a higher frequency 
than f1), the quadratic difference-tone of this ratio is f2 minus f1 (f2-f1). For 
example, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, based on C2 as fundamental, its ele-
venth overtone (f2) is F#5 -49 cents, or the natural tritone (11/8), which is 
about a quarter-tone (50 cents) smaller than equal tempered tritone. On 
the other hand, its seventh overtone (f1) is Bb4 -31 cents, or the natural 
minor seventh (7/4), which is about one-sixth tone (33 cents) smaller than 
the equal tempered minor seventh. According to the formula f2-f1, the q
uadratic difference-tone of these two frequencies sounding harmonically 
is 11-7=4, the fourth partial which is C4. The summation-tone of these two 
frequencies (f1+f2) is 7+11=18, in this case the eighteenth partial, which is D6.

Figure 1.1: Overtone series of the fundamental tone C2, up to the twenty-first overtone. This figure 
indicates the quadratic difference-tone and the summation-tone of the ratio f2/f1.

A bit more complicated and not as well-known is the phenomena of cubic 
difference-tone (2*f1-f2), which actually is not just one tone, but usually a cas-
cade of difference-tones consisting of the undertones of any ratio based on 
a specific fundamental. Take, for example, the ratio 11/10 (tenth partial is E5 
based on the fundamental C2), the first cubic difference-tone is 2*10-11=9, 
which is D5 -4 cents. Then if we take D5 as f2, the next cubic difference-tone in 
the cascade will be 2*9-10=8, which is C5. If we keep on calculating according 
to the same formula, the rest of the cubic difference-tone will be: 2*8-9=7, 
2*7-8=6, 2*6-7=5, 2*5-6=4, 2*4-5=3, 2*3-4=2, 2*2-3=1. Here, see Figure 1.2, 
we observe that all the undertones of the ratio 11/10 build a cascade of cubic 
difference-tones (the ninth, eighth, seventh, sixth, fifth, fourth, third, and the 
second partials, as well as the fundamental tone itself).
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Figure 1.2: Overtone series of the fundamental tone C2, up to the twenty-first overtone. This figure 

indicates the cubic difference-tones of the ratio f2/f1.

Extending the scope of his microtonal system, throughout Orpheus Kristall, 
Stahnke uses this natural phenomenon and builds just-intoned chords ba-
sed on both sorts of the difference-tones, constructing the harmonic structure 
of the opera. In other words, his harmonic system makes us perceive con-
sciously what we most often, unconsciously hear. 

Stahnke projects in Orpheus Kristall, however, a holistic world of sound and 
image that belong together. In order to accomplish that, a few months be-
fore the performance, the collaborators developed an interactive platform for 
visual interaction in Internet. In the course of the time, images were shaped 
through the Internet platform and used later in the stage visual effects. Parallel 
to the tone system as shaped by the composer, these images were crystalizing. 
Here, we can see another connection between the notion of Kristall and the 
technological element of Internet in this opera. At the beginning of the first 
scene, Orpheus is playing with his computer keyboard; he is trying to contact 
the remote musicians. While Orpheus recalls his fatal memories of Eurydice, 
the improvisatory, incoming Internet-sounds, in contrast to- and in combi-
nation with the strict notated difference-tone harmonies, get projected upon 
Orpheus on the stage; the aforementioned dualities begin to emerge. 

Stahnke deliberately uses unlimited meloharmonic possibilities, which his 
microtonal conceptions grant him, throughout the opera. He relates the mic-
rotonal world of difference-tones to the Orpheus story, using a triple Eurydice 
character which could be interpreted as both Eurydice and the tree-headed 
dog, Cerberus, as follows: 

A triple Eurydice is generated as the composed difference-tone sha-
dows of Orpheus’ voice. The woman, from the world of shadows, pulls 
the man (escaping love) underneath. Orpheus appears as a double of 
the triple Eurydice; as her projection. The sung tones are actually the 
projection of a modified sound space: each sung tone is instrumentally 
projected in a difference-tone space, which unfolds in a strict and ob-
sessive tone system.12 (Stahnke, 2001, p. 30)

12 [Eine dreifache Eurydice erzeugt sich als komponierten Differenztonschatten der 
Orpheusstimme. Die Frau, hier durchaus kein Wesen aus der Schattenwelt, zieht den 
(vor der Liebe Fliehenden) Mann herab. Orpheus erscheint wie ein Doppel der Dreifach-
Eurydice, wie Ihre Projektion. Überhaupt sind die gesungenen Töne Projektionen 
eines vorgeformten Klangraums: Jeder gesungene Ton wird instrumental in ein 
differenztongeschehen eingebettet, ergibt sich so aus einer strengen Ordnung, aus einer 
Obsession.] 
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In Orpheus Kristall, the musical instruments often realize the difference-tones 
of the voices to build complex, microtonally-tuned chords (see Example 2). 

Example 2: Manfred Stahnke, Orpheus Kristall, scene V, measures 123-128. Difference-tone chords; 
the fundamental tones are stated below the staff. Reproduced with the permission of the Stahnke-
Verlag.
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In addition to the natural intervals, the complex unordinary intervals play for 
Stahnke’s Orpheus Kristall also a significant role. What happens if we move 
from the natural fourth (4/3) to a slightly distorted fourth of 4.1/3? Then we 
will have extremely exotic difference-tones. As a matter of fact, using micro-
glissandi we can experience a diverse world of these strange tones in-between 
the just-intoned tones. The natural intervals, the distorted intervals, and their 
complicated difference-tones, are the underpinnings of the harmony in Orp-
heus Kristall, which of course, draws upon mathematical calculations. Viewing 
this microtonal conception as an idea to be realized in the performance, the 
singers also have several microtones to sing. In order to intone these intervals 
as precisely as possible, Stahnke and the conductor practiced for a long time 
with the singers, using the exact computer versions of the microtones. In add-
ition, the microtonal voice parts are frequently accompanied by instrumental 
background to have a reference frequency. According to Stahnke: “Without 
the instruments as references for the vocalists, it would be very hypothetical 
to realize these micro-intervals in the voice.”13 (Bargrizan, 2012, p. 110) Here, 
one of the important reasons for the persistence of the composer to revive 
the predominance of the “natural” tones in Orpheus Kristall, which sound to 
our ears ironically “unnatural” and “strange,” and to base his whole melohar-
monic construction upon this just intonation, is the presence of the element 
of “nature” in the whole Orpheus myth, which, as explained, is of a particular 
relevance in the conception of the opera.

A duality arises from the conflict of the indefinite, improvisatory world of Inter-
net sounds, and the definite, intricately built microtonal system of this opera. 
In fact, duality is a constant present notion throughout the opera: duality of 
the ancient myth and the modern, technological world; duality of our solid 
universe (or multiverse) and the underworld (Hades); duality of the world of 
fixed-tones and the realm of non-fixed, fine-tuned tones. 

Internet and Mediation in Orpheus Kristall

With this opera, Stahnke comments on the foundation of our existence in an 
enormous complicated exterior. In the present time, using various possibiliti-
es of digital media, our existence is strictly tied to the outer-world. In Orpheus 
Kristall, Orpheus’s existence is represented not merely by the small stage wh-
ere the performance takes place, but also by an external world made available 
through the Internet musicians’ sounds. The incoming sounds, reflected in 
the hall, leave Orpheus to deal with his memories, as they leave us to question 
our existence through the opera’s content. The opera seeks to break the bar-
rier between interior and exteriors realm -to overcome the old Kristall of equal 
temperament, and the boundary of the immediate stage. 

Breaking the barrier between the exteriors is the Internet’s role in this produc-
tion, an allegorical mediation between technology, the opera, and its message. 
From one standpoint, Orpheus Kristall could be interpreted as the aesthetic 
product of the artists involved in the project and the technological possibili-

13 [Wir sind immer von den Gesangstönen, die von Instrumental-Tönen getragen 
sind, ausgegangen. Also es gibt niemals den reinen Gesang ohne den Hintergrund der 
Instrumente. So haben wir auch mit Computer geübt, damit die Sänger hören, wie die 
Mikrotöne klingen und sich anpassen können. Sonst wäre das sehr hypothetisch.]
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ties that the use of the Internet granted the project. In other words, a specific 
mythological and microtonal structure conceptualized by the composer, libret-
tist, director, and the dramaturge on one side, and the technological structure 
of the Internet on the other. Here, the Internet mediates the projection of the 
autistic Orpheus’s thoughts (voice), attempting to come to terms with his 
memories. The remote musicians react to his thoughts and improvise. Their 
reflections flow back to the stage through the media of Internet, and Orpheus, 
now confronted with them, keeps trying; and that is how this interaction begins to 
exist. 

This opera features quintet.net, a real-time Internet performance environment 
which allows remote musicians to participate in the performance. The multi-
media composer, George Hajdu, at the Academy for Music and Theater Ham-
burg developed this concept, which Stahnke applies in the opera. In 2002, the 
Internet was not fast enough to transport sounds. Thus, the sound engineers 
converted the live Orpheus character and the percussion sounds from Munich 
through a pitch-tracker device, in real-time. They transported these sounds 
with MIDI-data, using the Internet, to give the information to the remote solo 
musicians or ensembles in Amsterdam, Berkeley, and New York. These remo-
te musicians heard the modified sounds while watching the stage’s image 
through real video streaming. Accordingly, they reacted to the stage-music 
and improvised upon it. The composer and the engineers, using mix consoles 
could take one or more of these new incoming MIDI-data, modified them 
through a pitch-tracker, samples, or electronic sounds, and played them in the 
hall. At some points, the incoming internet-sounds were intriguingly filtered 
up to their thirty-third overtone, filling the hall with a wide range of natural 
tones (see Examples 3.1 and 3.2). Sometimes, they even filtered the Orpheus 
voice through the incoming Internet-sounds. Therefore, the audience heard 
his voice in a kind of strange, blurred, deformed manner. 

Emphasizing the aesthetic significance of incorporating the digital media in a 
contemporary artwork, Stahnke’s use of the Internet as a media in his opera 
gives credence to the importance of collective creativity and digital participa-
tion. In fact, using Internet as a participatory platform to integrate the collecti-
ve creative imagination has been a recurring subject in the twenty-first century. 
In the context of Internet art projects such as Crowdsourced art, Iona Literat 
highlights the importance of collective creativity and digital participation as 
follows: “With the rise of the Internet, artists interested in collaborative or 
participatory art found an ideal platform to reach an infinitely wider and more 
diverse pool of potential contributors.” (Literat, 2012, p. 2972) However, there 
is a simple difference between Stahnke’s concept of Internet-opera and digi-
tal, participatory projects such as Crowdsourced art: Stahnke’s concept is in 
one sense participatory because it involves remote musicians to participate in 
shaping the Orpheus’ musical world. Although it does not integrate the crea-
tivity of audiences in the hall or in remote locations, it makes a complicated 
exchange between the stage and the remote musicians possible. Furthermore, 
through its innovative, pioneering approach to tonal systems, digital media, 
and myth, it successfully mediates its existential message to the audience.
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Example 3.1: Manfred Stahnke, Orpheus Kristall, incoming Internet-Sounds, in Poème Internet of 
the Act I, measures 6-10. Reproduced with the permission of the Stahnke-Verlag.

Emphasizing the aesthetic significance of incorporating the digital media in a 
contemporary artwork, Stahnke’s use of the Internet as a media in his opera 
gives credence to the importance of collective creativity and digital participa-
tion. In fact, using Internet as a participatory platform to integrate the collective 
creative imagination has been a recurring subject in the twenty-first century. 
In the context of Internet art projects such as Crowdsourced art, Iona Literat 
highlights the importance of collective creativity and digital participation as 
follows: “With the rise of the Internet, artists interested in collaborative or 
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participatory art found an ideal platform to reach an infinitely wider and more 
diverse pool of potential contributors.” (Literat, 2012, p. 2972) However, there 
is a simple difference between Stahnke’s concept of Internet-opera and digi-
tal, participatory projects such as Crowdsourced art: Stahnke’s concept is in 
one sense participatory because it involves remote musicians to participate in 
shaping the Orpheus’ musical world. Although it does not integrate the crea-
tivity of audiences in the hall or in remote locations, it makes a complicated 
exchange between the stage and the remote musicians possible. Furthermore, 
through its innovative, pioneering approach to tonal systems, digital media, 
and myth, it successfully mediates its existential message to the audience.

Example 3.2: Manfred Stahnke, Orpheus Kristall, incoming Internet-Sounds, in Poème Internet, 

measures 11-16. Reproduced with the permission of the Stahnke-Verlag.
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Figure 2: The Function of Internet in Manfred Stahnke’s Orpheus Kristall.

Technology and The Essence of The Opera

In his 1954 essay “the Question Concerning Technology”14 Martin Heidegger 
explains the relationship between art and technology in the art-technology 
world, as follows: 

Because the essence of technology is nothing technological, essential 
reflection upon technology and decisive confrontation with it must 
happen in a realm that is, on the one hand, akin to the essence of 
technology, on the other, fundamentally different from it. Such a realm 
is art.… Yet the more we ponder about the essence of technology, the 
more mysterious the essence of art becomes. The closer we come to 
the danger, the more brightly do the ways into the saving power begin 
to shine and the more questioning we become, for questioning is the 
piety of thought. (Kaplan, 2009, p. 24)

Here, Heidegger considers art as a mode for essential reflections on techno-
logy. In other words, he proposes the medium of technology as a means to 
question the essence of art, and at the same time, art as a means to ques-
tion the essence of technology. The aim of my research was to investigate the 
essence of technology in the context of this contemporary opera, and at the 
same time, to ponder the essence of this artwork by means of analyzing its 
technological aspects. According to Stahnke’s multi-dimensional approach to 
the art, in Orpheus Kristall, he creates a new concept of opera by integrating 
the following elements: exotic intervallic and harmonic concepts; improvisation; 
exotic, African percussion instruments; and the Internet; all the while basing 
this construction on an elaborated version of the Orpheus’ myth, which con-

14 Published 1954, originally in German, under the title “Die Frage nach der Technik.” 
It was translated to English 1977.
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tains psychological as well as existential connotations. Accordingly, he appo-
ints an essential role for technology in the context of his opera. This conven-
tionally mythological, but modernly microtonal and technological opera is a 
relevant example of a multi-dimensional twenty-first-century artwork.
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Abstract

The transformation that the European music world underwent in mid-
nineteenth century resulted in the abandonment of popular forms of virtuosity 
and improvisation that had been criticized as disorderly and trivial. This article 
argues that the turn to seriousness was not simply a matter of leaving behind 
low-quality music, but it was in part motivated by extra-musical political and 
social concerns. The solemn musical world that emerged during the second 
half of the century was devoted to revered composers and high musical stan-
dards, but a rich Romantic aesthetics and a time-honored tradition of impro-
vised music were lost in the process.

Keywords: Nineteenth-century music, virtuosity, improvisation, Romanticism, 
Franz Liszt, Revolutions of 1848 

Öz

Avrupa müziğinin on dokuzuncu yüzyıl ortasında geçirdiği dönüşüm, düzen-
siz ve önemsiz olarak eleştirilen popüler formların ve doğaçlamanın terkedil-
mesine neden olmuştur. Bu makale bu dönemde ciddiyete dönüşün sadece 
düşük kaliteli müziğin geride bırakılma meselesi olmadığını, bundan ziyade 
müzik dışı politik ve sosyal meselelerin etkisinde bir düşünce olduğu gerçeği 
üzerinde durmaktadır. Yüzyılın ikinci yarısında ortaya çıkan yüceltilmiş müzik 
dünyası derin saygı duyulan bestecilere ve yüksek standartlara atfediliyordu, 
fakat zengin bir romantik estetik ve zamanında saygı gören doğaçlama gele-
neği bu süreçte kayboldu.

Anahtar kelimeler: On dokuzuncu yüzyıl müziği, virtüözite, doğaçlama, Ro-
mantizm, Franz Liszt, 1848 Devrimi
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Introduction: Istanbul before Weimar

On June 8, 1847 Franz Liszt arrived in Istanbul, finally fulfilling a longstan-
ding wish to come to the city to play.1 As his ship approached the harbor, the 
Golden Horn appeared to him as “the most splendid and astonishing marvel 
the eye might be permitted to behold” (quoted in Walker, 1983, p. 440). The 
sojourn lasted several weeks, during which he played twice for the Sultan, 
Abdul-Medjid Khan, at his palace, and gave several recitals in the Russian 
Embassy. These concerts were among the last he gave as a touring virtuoso. 
In July he left for Odessa, where he played several concerts, and from there 
he traveled to Elisabetgrad (today Kirovohrad in central Ukraine), where in 
September of 1847 he made his last appearances in front of a paying audience. 
A few months later, in February of 1848, he settled in Weimar upon accepting 
the post of music director of the court. The shift from a musical career he had 
described as one of a “saltimbanque” to the dignified role of court compo-
ser and conductor was a radical one. Personal factors had contributed to it, 
but his scorn for the virtuoso scene and his fervent commitment to what he 
considered a nobler calling resonated with widespread concerns of the times. 
Liszt’s life-changing decision exemplified the transformation that the Western 
classical tradition underwent around mid-nineteenth century, which was un-
derstood as one from frivolity to seriousness, and from low to high musical 
standards. This article explores underlying issues at stake in this transforma-
tion and suggests that it did not respond solely to artistic concerns, but owed 
much to the political and cultural agendas of post-1848 Europe.

Virtuous Versus Virtuosos 

When Liszt arrived in Istanbul a lesser-known German pianist named List-
mann was already in the city giving concerts. The similarity between their na-
mes gave rise to the story that this Listmann had dropped the last part of his 
name to pass for the famed Liszt, and that when the real Liszt arrived in Istan-
bul he was considered an impostor and was detained by the police. Evidence 
suggests that the story was completely fabricated (Eğecioğlu, 2008). But the 
fact that it was told and reproduced in print for years points to a musical scene 
populated by less than virtuous virtuosos who made such stories all too beli-
evable. The European musical world of the first half of the nineteenth century 
did in fact include practices that were not particularly serious and musicians 
that were less than principled. Virtuosity and the virtuosos were easily iden-
tifiable as largely responsible for the decline of musical standards. An era in 
which the term “virtuoso” became strongly associated with charlatanry certa-
inly offered abundant grounds for such criticism.2  

The charges were not new. As Jim Samson noted, keyboard virtuosity had been 
criticized since the late eighteenth century, when it was already associated with 
the emotional excesses and popular appeal of the opera. Samson identifies 
two main themes underlying the criticism: “a surrender to mechanism and the 

1 In 1840 he wrote in a letter to a friend: “I have some thoughts of spending 
the following winter at Constantinople. I am tired of the West; I want to breathe 
perfumes, to bask in the sun, to exchange the smoke of coal for the sweet smoke of 
the narghileh. In short, I am pining for the East! O my morning land! O my Aborniko!” 
(Liszt, 1894, vol. 2, p. 47).
2 See Susan Bernstein (1998) for the historical roots of the term and the change from 
referring to extraordinary skill to calculated deception.
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stigma of the gratuitous” (Samson, 2003, p. 4). Mechanism, a soulless disp-
lay of dexterity, had been contrasted with real artistry well before the Romantic 
era. In 1782, Mozart wrote for example that he had won the contest in which 
Clementi and he improvised in front of Joseph II because the older composer 
had no taste or feeling, but was “simply a mechanicus” (quoted in Komlós, 
1989, p. 6). Nonetheless, with the dissolution of the patronage system at the 
end of the eighteenth century and the emergence of public concerts, musical 
skill as spectacle became wildly popular. As Paul Metzner (1998) has shown, 
the theatrical presentation of skill in any field -from music to confectionery to 
chess playing- was strongly connected to the rise of the bourgeoisie as a class 
that owed its power not to birth but to skill and talent.3  

The era of public concerts introduced profound changes in the music world. 
Instead of depending on aristocratic patrons, musicians could now make a 
living, and sometimes a fortune, attracting large audiences and selling sheet 
music of their compositions.4 The awe-inducing brilliance of virtuosity was a 
powerful draw for the new concert-goers, many of whom had little musical tra-
ining and little appreciation for the subtleties of tone, harmonic complexities, 
or compositional originality that would have been celebrated in aristocratic 
salons. Whereas musicians like Chopin avoided public venues and mostly pla-
yed in salons for select groups, touring virtuosos proliferated and were happy 
to exploit the commercial opportunities opened by the new concert circuit.5  
Although the virtuoso phenomenon is closely associated with the rise of the 
middle class, Dana Gooley (2004) cautions that it would be misleading to 
consider virtuosity a symbol of the bourgeoisie. Rather, its success in public 
concerts was connected with the virtuosos’ aura of proximity to the aristoc-
racy. For the bourgeois, access to music and musicians that were previously 
reserved for exclusive aristocracy circles greatly heightened the experience. 
This, for Gooley, distinguishes the relationship of the virtuosos with their audi-
ences from that of today’s pop stars with theirs (Gooley, 2004, p. 61). The vir-
tuosos, therefore, did not offer their middle-class listeners an amplified image 
of themselves, but the amplified image of a world to which these listeners 
aspired. 

Despite their aspirations, what these audiences often got in public concerts 
was not exactly what connoisseurs enjoyed in aristocratic salons. With the 
onset of the organicist aesthetics of Romanticism, the machine-like mastery 
of the keyboard was to the connoisseur even less impressive than it had been 
in Mozart’s times. Minor virtuosos, however, made a name for themselves ba-
sed on that kind of dexterity which, to the uninitiated, was nevertheless quite 
extraordinary. “Gratuity”, the other critical point against virtuosity identified 
by Samson, was also a common trait of the virtuoso fare. To criticize certain 
kinds of music as gratuitous -that is trivial and unnecessary- implied the exis-

3 Although Metzner’s study focuses in France and situates the rise of virtuosity in 
the context of industrialization and the emphasis on technical development of the 
Napoleonic era, the argument can be extended to other parts of Europe, despite 
the differing speeds of industrialization and the more or less direct influence of the 
Napoleonic reforms.
4 See William Weber (2008). For the tension between the rise of serious music and 
the entrepreneurship associated with it, see Gramit (2004). 
5 See Jean-Jacques Eigeldinger (2014) for a discussion of virtuosos who avoided 
public concerts and touring.
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tence of serious and necessary music. This distinction was at the basis of the 
process of canon formation that was taking shape during this period. Also 
implied in the critique of the gratuitous was the idea that the sophisticated 
listener knew how to distinguish the necessary from the superfluous, the se-
rious from the trivial. It was the knowledge of these listeners (the connoisseur 
in French and Kenner in German: literally, the knowledgeable ones) and not 
wealth, what signaled their social status. In contrast, newcomers to the world 
of concert music were likely to take the superfluous for the necessary and the 
trivial for the serious. They had the money to buy a ticket, but often lacked the 
knowledge to appreciate if what they were buying had real artistic value. This 
situation was exploited by many itinerant musicians who would attract undis-
cerning audiences with artless mechanical displays and empty bravura. And 
yet, extraordinary dexterity and flamboyance were also meaningful aesthetic 
responses to concerns of the era.

To the mixture of show business and Romantic pathos that characterized the 
virtuoso concert improvisation had much to offer. As a risky live performance, 
it had a proven ability to entertain, and as display of the uncanny capacity of 
spontaneous creation, it was able to amaze the most demanding listeners. 
Moreover, because every true improvisation was unique and unpredictable, fa-
mous improvisers added a not-to-be-missed appeal to an announced concert. 
The connoisseurs also knew that improvisation was not a virtuoso novelty, but 
had the pedigree of having been used as a means to judge the superiority of re-
nowned musicians over rivals. Famous contests, such as Mozart vs. Clementi 
in front of Emperor Joseph II, Beethoven vs. Steibelt and Beethoven vs. Wölfl 
in front of the Viennese aristocracy, or Liszt vs. Thalberg arbitrated by Princess 
Belgiojoso in Paris had become part of the legend of these great musicians. 
The importance of improvisation in these contests hinged on how it revealed 
whether a musician possessed mere mechanical ability or was a true artist. 
George Sand in her novel Consuelo, a true catalogue of all things Romantic, 
has her eponymous heroine ask a young Joseph Haydn to improvise either at 
the violin or with his voice, for “it is in this way that the soul comes to the lips 
and fingertips. I would [then] know if you have the divine breath or if you are 
nothing but a skillful student full of reminiscences” (Sand, 1845, p. 54).6 

Good for business, good for the Romantic soul, it was common for public 
concerts to end with an improvisation, often on themes provided by members 
of the audience.7 In addition to Liszt, Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Ignaz Mosc-
heles, Clara Wieck, and many other celebrated pianists of the era included this 
popular feature in their concerts. Of Hummel, Charles Salaman wrote, “each 
concert concluded with an amazing example of improvisation upon a theme 
noted down at the suggestion of one of the audience, and handed up to the 
pianist on the platform” (Salaman, 1901, p. 141). A review of one such concert 
appeared in The Times (London) on June 22, 1830: 

6 My translation. [Essayez-vous à improviser, tantôt sur le violon, tantôt avec la voix. 
C’est ainsi que l’âme vient sur les lèvres et au bout des doigts. Je saurai si vous avez le 
soufflé divin, ou si vous n’êtes qu’un écolier adroit, farsi de réminiscences].
7 As Angela Esterhammer (2008) has shown, this was also a common practice for 
improvised poetry, which, like improvised music, enjoyed extraordinary popularity 
during the Romantic period. 
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There was also a brilliant extemporaneous performance by Mr. Hum-
mel. He selected two or three from a number of themes which were 
presented to him, and the audience were at once charmed and astonis-
hed by the beauty and variety of the composition and skill of the perfor-
mance. The facility with which Mr. Hummel passes from one subject to 
another in his extempore performances, exhibiting every variety of style 
in composition and playing, is truly astonishing. 

Clara Wieck also took themes from the audience, as when she appeared in 
Paris as a child prodigy in 1831.8 Ignaz Moscheles, who had been a student of 
Beethoven, was another celebrated improviser who delighted his audiences in 
this way. As reported by George Titus Ferris, “[H]is improvisation on themes 
suggested by the audience always made one of the most attractive features of 
his concerts” (Ferris, 1892, p. 214). Despite the predictability of many requests 
(popular opera arias, national anthems, simple tunes), taking themes from 
the audience was a way of proving that the pianist was actually improvising 
and not playing already composed and practiced pieces. The following anec-
dote about the pianist and composer Friedrich Kalkbrenner shows that this 
was indeed a possible occurrence, and not only in public venues. Kalkbrenner 
was invited to play at the Berlin home of the Mendelssohns, one of the best 
musical salons of the city. A select group of music lovers had gathered to hear 
the celebrated pianist. As told by Ferdinand Hiller, after Kalkbrenner played 
a “grand fantasy”, Fanny Mendelssohn asked him if he had improvised it, to 
which he replied that he had. The next day, however, attendees found out that 
the same piece had already been published (Hiller, 1874, pp. 24-25). It is pro-
bable that Kalkbrenner’s ruse was in part motivated by his desire to impress 
the family and friends of Felix Mendelssohn, one of the greatest improvisers 
of the era according to numerous testimonies of contemporaries.9 And yet, in 
various letters he described his distaste for improvising in public, but having 
to do so after much insistence from his listeners.10 

Mendelssohn was, then, at once one of the most formidable improvisers of 
the period, perhaps of all times, and one of the most forceful critics of the imp-
rovising virtuosos. Even Liszt, whom he had befriended and admired, was the 
object of his criticism. In short, Mendelssohn was one of the leading music 
“idealists”, as William Weber called them, a small but influential group who 
promoted music of the highest artistic value and denounced charlatanry and 
the decline of music standards in public concerts (Weber, 2008). Critic Harold 
Schonberg (1987) called this group the “virtuous”, and indeed their defense 
of good music had ethical undertones, and their zeal for converting others to 
true music rang with missionary fervor. The world of classical music, therefo-
re, was traversed during the 1830s and 1840s by seemingly contrary tendenci-
es: the search for higher musical values and the search for higher commercial 

8 Dwight’s Journal of Music published in 1877 the following account as part of an article 
on Robert Schumann: “[At the age of twelve] she visited Paris to Hear Chopin, Liszt 
and Kalkbrenner, and was received with such flattering admiration in society, that her 
father allowed her to appear at a public concert, when her playing, and improvising 
on two themes selected by the audience, excited great delight and surprise” (Ritter, 
1877, p. 25).
9 See for example, Salaman, 1901, pp. 141-147. 
10 For example, in letter to his family of October 6, 1831 (Mendelsson, 1894, p. 82).
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success, the emphasis on subjectivity and the emphasis on outwardly spec-
tacle, the claim to truth and the use of artifice. These tensions fueled a lively 
music culture rife with debates to which the press, the connoisseurs, and the 
general public contributed passionately. 

In 1848, however, discussions about music receded to the background as vio-
lent conflicts spread throughout Europe. When, by mid-1849, the fighting had 
ended, Vienna, Paris, Berlin, and other music capitals saw the emergence of 
a new music world in which the tensions of the previous decades had disap-
peared. The era of the composer/virtuoso had come to an end, improvisation 
disappeared from public concerts almost completely, and concert programs 
were devoted to the works of the classical masters.11 By all appearances, good 
music and good musicians had triumphed. And yet, as will be later discussed, 
not all that was left behind was without musical or cultural value.  

The story about Kalkbrenner pretending to have improvised a piece that was 
already composed is not only illustrative of the virtuoso as charlatan, but also 
of the great esteem improvisation enjoyed among sophisticated listeners. 
Far from being just a crowd-pleasing routine, improvisation had been a well-
respected practice throughout the history of Western music.12 With the tran-
sition from the Baroque to the Classical period its role changed and became 
more specialized, but it did not lose its prestige. Interest in improvisation 
grew from the end of the eighteenth century and it reached a peak in the era 
of the virtuoso. In addition to being particularly well-suited for popular spec-
tacles, improvisation was the form of music that most closely captured the 
romantic aesthetics of inspiration, freedom, and inwardness. Instead of just 
enjoying the artistic product, listeners could witness the very act of creation 
and somehow partake of its mystery. Such an experience could be transforma-
tive, especially in intimate gatherings. Testimonies of Beethoven’s improvisa-
tions, such as that of pianist Johann Wenzel Tomaschek, offer good examples 
of this experience. Tomaschek wrote: “Beethoven’s magnificent playing and 
particularly the daring flights in his improvisation stirred me strangely to the 
depths of my soul; indeed I found myself so profoundly bowed down that I did 
not touch my pianoforte for several days” (quoted in Sonneck, 1954, p. 22).

If improvisers were fast composers, as Bruno Nettl (1974, p. 6) suggested, the 
great Romantic improvisers were fast composers who could create in front 
of public, at a given time, and without hesitation or errors. In doing so, and 
beyond the exhibition of impressive musical skills, they were able to present 
a reenactment of human agency on stage. And in creating good music with 
a combination of decisiveness, self-confidence and good judgment under 
pressure, they provided metaphorical models for successful human action.13 

11 Some forms of improvisation continued to be accepted: the concerto cadenza and, 
as Goertzen’s study shows, preluding before and between works (1996). What these 
permissible forms had in common is that they were contained within clear limits and 
were closely related to the works, to which they were subordinated. In the past, the 
reverse was often the case: themes or works served as familiar departure points that 
allowed listeners to appreciate the individuality and originality of the improvisers.
12 Ernst Ferand was the first to publish a historical account of this rich tradition in 
1938 (see References). For interpretations of the decline of improvisation see Moore 
(1992) and Sancho-Velázquez (2001). 
13 See Paul Ricoeur’s analysis of agency, will, and action in Freedom and Nature 
(1966). For a discussion agency in Paganini’s performances see Palmer (1998).
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In this sense, the best improvising virtuosos were able to stage meaningful 
performative acts that could both amaze audiences with little musical know-
ledge and win over demanding music critics. The shallowness of commerci-
ally-driven showmanship contradicted these deep cultural meanings of Ro-
mantic virtuosity and improvisation, but showmanship itself was not without 
aesthetic and cultural value. Emotional excess and outlandishness were also 
vehicles for the Romantic imagination, as they allowed listeners to vicariously 
rise against norms and known limits, and be transformed by the experience. 

Liszt’s performances afforded all of the above in superlative degree. His flam-
boyant virtuoso persona provoked the phenomenon of mass hysteria that He-
ine famously coined “Lizstomania”, a term that had then, as Dana Gooley 
has pointed out, a strong connotation of pathology (Gooley, 2004). At the 
same time, Liszt was enthusiastically supported by arbiters of taste such as 
Princess Belgiojoso, and commanded, though not always, the respect of his 
most serious peers. Schumann, for one, wrote in 1840: “It is unlikely that any 
other artist, excepting only Paganini, has the power to lift, carry, and deposit 
an audience in such high degree” (Schumann, 1965, p. 157). Mendelssohn, on 
his part, wrote to his mother also in 1840: “[Liszt] caused quite a paroxysm of 
excitement among us, both in a good and evil sense. I consider him to be in re-
ality an amiable, warm-hearted man, and an admirable artist” (Mendelssohn, 
1867, p. 185). However, two years later Mendelssohn wrote to a friend: “[Liszt] 
had forfeited a large degree of my esteem for him through the ridiculous 
pranks that he plays, not only on the public, . . . but rather on the music itself” 
(quoted in Little, p. 122). Liszt’s showmanship also affected his self-esteem. 
As early as 1837 he plaintively wrote to Abbé Lamennais: “Am I condemned 
without respite to this trade of a [buffoon] and to amuse in drawing rooms?” 
(Liszt, 1894, vol. 1, p. 21). 

The following account shows Liszt moving between serious performance and 
buffoonery at a private gathering in 1844. After a critic challenged him to play 
Bach, Liszt asked him how he wanted him to play it, to which the critic replied 
“How? But . . . the way it ought to be played.” Liszt then said, “Here it is, to 
start with, as the author must have understood it, played it himself, or inten-
ded it to be played.” Then, the narrator continues,

Liszt played. And it was admirable, the perfection itself of the classical 
style exactly in conformity with the original. “Here it is a second time, 
as I feel it, with a slightly more picturesque movement, a more modern 
style and the effects demanded by an improved instrument.” And it 
was, with these nuances, different . . . but not less admirable. “Finally, 
a third time, here it is the way I would play it for the public -to astonish, 
as a charlatan.” And, lighting a cigar which passed at moments from 
between his lips to his fingers, executing with his ten fingers the part 
written for the organ pedals, and indulging in other tours de force and  
prestidigitation, he was prodigious, incredible, fabulous, and received 
gratefully with enthusiasm. (quoted in Rosen, 1995, pp. 510-511) 

Beyond the personal anecdote, the story also illustrates the complex perfor-
mance practice of the first half of the century: On the one hand, as Lydia Goehr 
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(1992) argued, the ideal of Werktreue, or faithfulness to the composer’s inten-
tions, was already part of the music world. On the other hand, this ideal coe-
xisted with the performance of works following contemporary taste and using 
contemporary instruments. Finally, both approaches coexisted with the free 
interpretation of works according to the individual fancy of the artist and open 
to any alterations, paraphrases, and additions. This particular story could be 
interpreted as a casual divertimento among friends; however, in the era when 
Paganini in concert would make his violin sound as if saying “buona sera”, to 
which the audience, hearing it distinctly, would return the greeting (Kawabata, 
2013, p. 12), a gimmick with a cigar could have possibly also been part of a 
public concert. Liszt seems to point to that possibility by saying that the last 
version was what he would do to astonish, like a charlatan. It is noteworthy, 
however, that the narrator does not let that comment dampen his enthusiasm, 
and describes precisely the last version as “prodigious, incredible, fabulous”. 
It can be said, then, that Liszt was not deceiving his listeners as a charlatan 
would, or catering to their lowest musical inclinations, but was giving them, 
cigar notwithstanding, a glimpse of the extraordinary, an intimation of what 
it meant to surpass known limits and to transgress established norms. This, 
I suggest, is what the narrator said was received gratefully. Admired and deri-
ded, capable of soaring artistic heights and of charlatanic tricks, Liszt embodi-
ed the contradictions of the romantic era, as well as the era’s failure to resolve 
them, as we will see later. 

A Serious Turn of Events 

The year 1848, Eduard Hanslick wrote, marked a before and after in the musi-
cal life of Vienna. The same could be said of the other European music capi-
tals. In Vienna, however, the contrast between the before and after had been 
particularly sharp, given the prominence of musical entertainment in Vörmarz 
Viennese culture. Hanslick remembered this pre-March music world as fol-
lows: 

How trivial was public musical life at the end of the thirties and the early 
forties! Sumptuous and trivial alike, it vacillated between dull sentimen-
tality and scintillant wit. Cut off from all great intellectual interests, the 
Vienna public abandoned itself to diversion and entertainment. Not 
only the theatres flourish; they were the chief subjects of conversation 
and occupied the leading columns of the daily newspapers. (Hanslick, 
1963, p. 21)

Sigrid Wiesmann has also written about the triviality of the Viennese public, 
which she states was more interested in entertainment than in good music, 
and has linked this superficial music culture with political conservatism (Wies-
mann, 1991). The Viennese, however, had not forgotten good music, and their 
judgments still carried weight in Europe during the 1830s and 1840s. Friedrich 
Wieck, the strict piano pedagogue and father of the future Clara Schumann, 
said in 1838 that Viennese musical criticism was “refined and correct -and 
judgment made with great intelligence”, and that the Viennese were “very 
much interested in true music . . . and the taste is far better than the reputati-
on” (quoted in Gibbs, 2006, p. 199). The approval of the Viennese public had 
indeed meant a great deal to leading musicians of the era. Paganini’s 1828 
success in this city had consecrated him as a serious artist and launched its 
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European triumphal tours. Ten years later, Liszt also enjoyed an enthusiastic 
Viennese reception, which marked a high point in his career and a shift in his 
playing style (Walker, 1983, p. 255). A nineteen year-old Clara Wieck was gi-
ving concerts in the city at the same time, also with enormous success. Clara 
befriended Liszt and both she and her father expressed great admiration for 
his playing (Gibbs, 2006). Schumann, with whom Clara was already secretly 
engaged, followed the events in Vienna via correspondence with her, and was 
equally convinced of the artistic merit of the virtuoso. In addition to Friedrich 
and Clara Wieck, the Viennese audience included Carl Czerny, Thalberg, and 
other leading music figures (Walker, 1983, p. 256).

At a time when the Viennese were enthusiastic about trivial music, the extra-
ordinary popular and critical success of both Liszt and Clara Wieck, who re-
mained one of the most respected pianists for most of the rest of the century, 
points to a music culture in which serious and popular music coexisted. More 
accurately, it points to a music culture in which a sharp distinction between 
these categories did not exist. The separation of music in these two distinct 
categories, which persists in our times, has its roots in the mid-nineteenth 
century turn to serious music here under discussion. 

This transformation of the music world, as William Weber (2008) has thoro-
ughly documented, was a complex process several decades in the making; 
Weber, however, also singles out 1848 as a decisive year. He writes:

The unparalleled upheaval brought by the revolutions of 1848 played a 
critical role in the formation of a new musical order. As we have seen, 
idealists propounded an agenda in the 1830s and 1840s to limit opera 
selections, expel the opera fantaisie from programs, and favor classics 
and well-crafted new works. But fantaisies still dominated many virtu-
oso programs in 1848, and relatively few pianists were offering self-
consciously serious programs at that time. The wide-ranging impact of 
the revolutionary experience affected musical life deeply and forced the 
musical community to come to grips with its internal crisis. During the 
1850s European musical culture entered a new era in the organization 
of institutions, social values, tastes, and authority. (Weber, 2008, p. 237)

The new music world was organized around the performance, teaching, and 
analysis of works by composers that were already considered classics or were 
becoming so.14 For the first time in the Western tradition, professional critics 
and scholars became the highest authorities in questions of taste and value, 
their authority legitimized by their claim to scientific objectivity.15 Even concert 
program notes became a way to tell the listeners what, why, and how to listen 

14 Although there was consensus about the timeless value of composer such as 
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, the notion of a fixed canon was far from being 
widespread. Well-known controversies like that involving the New German School 
also challenge that notion. On the other hand, as Weber (2001) has shown, the idea 
of a musical canon did not emerge with Romantic aesthetics, but various canons 
-pedagogical and performed- had existed in previous centuries.
15 Eduard Hanslick (1986) was the first to propose an objective aesthetics of music 
in his influential On the Musically Beautiful, but he soon realized that formalist 
musicology was insufficient for the judgment of music. He then decided to devote 
his writing to performance. For a reassessment of Hanslick’s contributions beyond 
formalism see Karnes (2008) and Grimes et al (2013). 
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(Weber, 2008, p. 240).16 Directly related to the change in repertory was the 
emergence of a new kind of soloist who, instead of including his own com-
positions and improvisations in the program, was devoted to performing the 
works of other composers, and in particular Mozart, Beethoven, and other 
classical masters. Thus, in addition to the clear distinction between serious 
and popular music, the new music order was also characterized by the cle-
ar distinction between composer and performer. Katharine Ellis (1997) noted 
that female virtuosos like Clara Wieck and Marie Pleyel had been precursors 
of this type of soloist, since women were discouraged from composing and 
those who did, like Clara, kept it mostly private. This presents an interesting 
twist to the gendered rhetoric that accompanied the shift to a serious music 
culture in mid-century. When Liszt expressed his need to leave behind the 
life of the touring virtuoso as the need for “manly action” (Liszt, 1894, p. 21), 
or when music critic Kretschmann attacked Romantic music as “the art of 
womanly pathos” (quoted in Pederson, 1996, p. 68), they were drawing from 
common cultural associations between masculinity, as symbolic of action and 
seriousness on the one hand, and femininity, as symbol of passivity and frivo-
lity, on the other.17 According to this binary opposition, the mid-century turn 
to serious music involved the relegation of the performer to the feminine pole 
of passivity. However, because performance was now subordinated to the in-
tentions of the serious composer, it was not suspect of frivolity. Passive and 
serious, selfless and faithful to the masterwork, which was considered a direct 
expression of the composer’s will, the performer becomes the handmaiden 
of the composer. The composer, in turn, is liberated from direct contact with 
the public, and can thus devote his efforts to the pure act of creation. Hand-
maiden or vessel through which the creative energy of the composer could be 
brought to light, the performer was feminized in order for the composer to be 
redefined as unambiguously masculine: active, serious, and removed from the 
paying public. 

The new music era thus separated the roles of composer and performer that 
had hitherto been intertwined, and often undifferentiated.18 It also separated 
serious from popular music. Genres such as opera or waltz, which had come 
under attack in mid-century, did not disappear or lose their popularity across 
social classes (Scott, 2008, p. 9). Rather, they were displaced to a different 
sphere, that of entertainment. Although central to the lives of many people, 
the music in this sphere existed at the margins of the official music culture 
and it was not formally studied. Neither did this music provide any symbolic 
capital, in the Bourdieuian sense of “legitimate accumulation, through which 
the dominant groups or classes secure a capital or ‘credit’ which seems to 
owe nothing to the logic of exploitation” (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 197). Entertain-
ment music was considered to owe much to commercial exploitation, which 
was one of the factors impinging on its low status. Classical music, on the 

16 See also Dahlhaus (1980) for a discussion of a significant shift in musical 
aesthetics that he situates in 1850. 
17 To be sure, the gendering of musical discourse is not an exclusive or new 
phenomenon in the nineteenth century. See Biddle and Gibson (2009) and the 
pioneering work of Susan McClary, Feminine Endings (1991).
18 However, performers/composers such as Liszt and Mendelssohn had felt years 
before the desire to abandon public performance and devote themselves exclusively 
to composition. Mendelssohn expressed this desire in a letter to his brother of 
October 29, 1837 (Mendelssohn, 1867, p. 129).
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contrary, was seemingly untainted by the messy business of material capi-
tal. By extension, and ironically, so were its bourgeois listeners. This way, the 
distinction between entertainment and classical music, and the perceived re-
legation of material profit to the former contributed to the legitimization of 
a middle class that had achieved a higher social status through its wealth. 
Understanding and enjoying classical music signified that although they were 
wealthy, these concert-goers were eager participants of a sphere of beauty and 
high ideals that had nothing to do money.

The musical world that emerged after 1848 purportedly sought to extricate 
itself from demeaning associations with commerce, but in actuality it was not 
the commercial that was left behind, but the popular. In a similar kind of trans-
ference, the turn to seriousness was articulated as the rejection of fraudulent 
and empty virtuosity, but at a deeper level it was as “the art of womanly pat-
hos” quoted above brought both associations together at a stroke. These me-
taphors and the virulence with which they were hurled at all things romantic 
reveal anxieties of the era closely linked to political uncertainties. In her article 
“Romantic Music under Siege in 1848”, Sanna Pederson writes: 

As the political landscape began to change in the 1840s, the attitude 
towards romantic art became more hostile. Liberal intellectuals who 
now focused on how to seize governmental power, blame Germany’s 
political and economic backwardness on the people’s fascination with 
romanticism. Subjective inwardness was equated with passive, ineffec-
tive, and escapist behavior. Music did not escape the increasing ten-
dency to treat romanticism with suspicion. (Pederson, 1996, p. 64)

With its emphasis on subjective inwardness and on the flight of imagination, 
romanticism was eminently susceptible to charges of escapism. However, the 
very traits that made it akin to escapism and inaction, gave romanticism its 
utopian and critical force. For example, the romantic embrace of a lost pre-
industrial world can be interpreted either as a backward-looking rejection of 
modernity, or as a clear-sighted, potentially progressive resistance against the 
ills of unfettered industrialization. It is not surprising then that the subjectivity 
of romantic pianism was in its origins, as Jim Samson noted, “closely linked 
to political liberalism” (Samson, 2003, p. 65). The revolutionary fervor of the 
virtuoso Liszt and the influence Saint-Simon had on him as well as on other 
romantics also contradict the idea that romanticism was essentially reactio-
nary or escapist.19 Similarly reductionist was the attack on romantic music in 
the name of high artistic ideals, since, as we saw earlier, a vital aspect of musi-
cal romanticism had been the advocacy for high-quality music. These musical 
ideals were themselves born out of the romantic spirit, which conferred upon 
art, and especially upon music, a cultural and philosophical import that they 
had never had before. Paradoxically, then, after 1848, the originally romantic 
call for a more dignified music was integrated into a broader cultural trend 
fueled by strong anti-romantic sentiment. 

19 First published in 1958 (repr. 1983), Raymond Williams’s groundbreaking work 
Culture and Society, 1780-1950 argued for the social and political engagement of Ro-
mantic poets against previous conventional notions of Romanticism.
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The complex legacy of Romanticism is rooted in the conflicting aesthetic ten-
dencies of the period, which in turn responded to conflicting cultural and so-
cial developments. As a reaction to the epistemological limits imposed by the 
Enlightenment, music had become the artistic medium that could best access 
a sphere of truth beyond the reach of reason. At the same time, the romantic 
emphasis on emotional excess and the fantastic had fueled an aesthetic of 
flamboyance that was a perfect fit for large public venues. Despite their dispa-
rity, both tendencies -music as metaphysical medium and music as bourgeois 
spectacle- fulfilled deeply felt cultural and social aspirations of the first half of 
the nineteenth century. The tension between them contributed to the intricate 
and exuberant musical world of the era, but it also threatened an eventual 
collapse of this world if those contrary tendencies could not be reconciled. 

After 1848 the romantic tensions did collapse. Certain romantic tenets that 
were amenable to political and social agendas of the time, such as the reveren-
ce for great composers of the past, were upheld; other aspects of romanticism 
that were perceived as a threat to those agendas, such as individual interpre-
tive freedom, were rejected. Differently put, the mid-century shift to serious 
music was not led only by noble musical aspirations of the romantic era but 
it responded to particular political and social concerns. The political legacy 
of the 1848 revolutions is a complicated one. In recent years historians have 
revised former assessments of the 1848 upheavals as failed revolutions. The 
historians highlight the important liberal reforms that were eventually adopted 
as a result of mid-century revolutionary demands (Sperber, 2005). Some of 
these reforms are unambiguously positive, such as the abolition of serfdom in 
the German states, but the revolutions also resulted in the violent suppressi-
on of revolutionary claims for which the working classes had fought. And while 
parliamentary rule was eventually significantly strengthened, power remained 
mostly in the same hands. At the same time, the aggressive nationalism that 
emerged after 1848, especially in the German-speaking world, created new 
tensions that would eventually contribute to World War I.20 The complex legacy 
of the 1848 revolutions can be summed up with the idea that liberal gains were 
attained at the expense of sacrificing broader social and economic aspirations 
that the liberals had previously, to some extent, shared with the working clas-
ses. More importantly for the present discussion, liberals and conservatives 
had found a common cause in the rejection of Romantic ideals, the former 
accusing them of being ineffective and the later of being dangerous. Roman-
tic music, a strong symbol of those ideals, was similarly attacked as either 
decadent or frivolous. Thus, when music critic August Kahlert wrote that the 
“political gravity of the present” had defeated the romantic worldview, beca-
use there was no longer “time in which to lose oneself in dreams” (quoted in 
Bonds, 2014, p. 129), his proposed realism was in tune with the political inte-
rest in silencing those dreams. In the new political order dreams were indeed 
a problem, as were the subjectivity and imagination romantic music also em-
bodied. In its place, an official music world emerged, shaped to fit the aims of 

20 The link between the process of nation building and the process of canon formation 
in the second half of the nineteenth century have received much musicological 
attention in the last decades. See for example Pederson (1994), Rumph (1995), 
Applegate (1998) and Applegate and Potter (2002).
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post-revolutionary reactionary politics and, especially in the German states, an 
aggressive program of nation building. By 1870, the turn to seriousness in the 
music world was completed (Weber, 2008, p. 271), and in January of 1871 the 
German states were officially united in an empire dominated by Prussia. The 
parallelism between the process of formalization of classical music, whose 
center was the German world, and the process of unification of Germany does 
not imply that the former was entirely the product of the political needs of the 
latter. But this parallelism helps understand why certain musical aspects of 
the Romantic era had not been able to survive after the revolutions.

After 1848 the aesthetics of excess and wonder that characterized the virtuoso 
scene were curbed, ostensibly as a way of sifting music of charlatanry and 
commercial exploitation. However, as noted above, not all virtuosity and not 
all improvisation were deceitful or motivated by financial gain. Emotional ex-
cess was serious and could not be reduced to mass hysteria among women. 
The transformative power of virtuosity and improvisation was serious, and 
could not be explained away by the lack of sophistication of the paying audi-
ences. In short, the strident reaction against these aspects of Romantic music 
was not justified as simply the triumph of serious music versus deceitful mu-
sic. If the mid-century turn to seriousness had been entirely based on a search 
for higher musical standards, we would need to ask why the serious virtuoso/
composer and the serious improviser were not welcome in the new musical 
order. Post-revolutionary conservative politics and a strong anti-Romantic cur-
rent coeval with it are keys to answer this question.

It is conceivable that without the politically-sanctioned turn to seriousness we 
are referring to, high-quality improvisation would have continued to thrive in 
the Western tradition. After 1848 public improvisation was deemed trivial and 
the audiences that had enjoyed it were instructed that real musical value was 
to be found exclusively in works.21 This development was not just imposed 
from the top: the bourgeoisie was eager to be educated and to atone for past 
excesses and allegiances. They were also ready to defend their interests and to 
ensure that the distinction between their class and the lower classes was cle-
ar.22 In fact, it was this distinction that had decided the fate of the revolutions 
when the liberal bourgeoisie distanced itself from the demands of the workers 
and had allied with the embattled governments. Once the devastation of the 
fighting was taken in, the need for realpolitik, realism in the arts, anti-Roman-
ticism in aesthetics, and an overreaching institutionalization of culture were 
seen as necessary by those who remained in power or comfortably nested 
under its shadow. 

21 Lydia Goehr’s (1992) influential study situates the shift from a performance-
oriented to a work-oriented musical world at the turn of the nineteenth century; while 
her analysis continues to be highly significant and helpful, I suggest that during the 
first half of the century works still didn’t have a hold on the tradition and coexisted 
comfortably with a focus on performance and on highly individualistic and free 
interpretations of them.
22 In his discussion of Hanslick’s criticism of Strauss’s dance music and operettas, 
Dana Gooley (2013) has pointed out the differing interests of the upper bourgeoisie 
and those of the middle class after 1848.
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Conclusion 

Many virtuosos exploited and degraded the Romantic ideals of freedom and 
subjectivity that improvisation had expressed better than any form of music, 
but it was these ideals, and not their exploitation, that had become a deeper 
problem. Frivolity was named as the culprit, but it was playfulness, with its po-
tential to subvert established norms, that was attacked. Instead of play, fixed 
works became the cornerstone of the music world. The interest in the subjec-
tivity of the performer was substituted with an interest in objective musical 
structures which, analyzed by scholars, had become the measure of musical 
value. And instead of unruly crowds, buoyant with their newfound access to 
concerts, well-behaved, quiet, reverent audiences filled the halls. They also 
sent their children to be educated in conservatories, whose primary mission 
was the conservation of those fixed works. This dignified world was also a ta-
med world. The charlatans did not have room in it, but neither did the serious 
virtuosos or the serious improvisers. There was in all of them an excess of 
fantasy and playfulness that were suspect in the new political order. 

It was the disorder of the masses and the disorder of the imagination that 
needed to be manned. And this word -manned- is fitting, because as we saw, a 
gendered rhetoric that dismissed romanticism as feminine and decadent sup-
ported the cultural program of seriousness. Presented as antidote to romantic 
decadence, a high culture associated with masculinity, order, and rationality 
became a powerful ally of post-revolutionary nation building. The bourgeoisie 
readily embraced this high culture that also safeguarded and legitimized its 
newly elevated status. As the institutionalized culture took root, it effectively 
rid the music world of buffoons, tricksters, and pranksters, but in the process 
it also left behind romantic aspirations and a great tradition of improvisation. 
I have argued that this was no innocent by-product: In the newly established 
order, playfulness, subjectivity, and imagination were a threat to instability and 
had to be disciplined if not eradicated. A solemn musical world emerged and 
dominated the European culture of the second half of the nineteenth century 
and until well into the twentieth. 

Dressed in his black clerical robes, devoted to composition, shunning calls to 
return to the stage, and referring to comments about his past touring glory as 
“utterly sickening”23, Liszt epitomized once more the spirit of the time. He ne-
ver went back to Istanbul. As his virtuoso years, the city must have sometimes 
flickered in his memory, gleaming and implausible like a mirage.
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Abstract

This paper combines the methods of musicology and archeology and applies 
them in the study of archaeological remains of musical interest, considering 
their findspot and original context of use in order to place musical activities 
in a well-defined space and occasion; and to interpret the cultural, religious 
and social meaning of musical performances. The research will bring out a 
particular musical tradition of the Western Greeks and will reconstruct the role 
of music in the specific context of Selinus: the remains offer the opportunity 
for a reflection on the way in which the Western Greeks reworked the musical 
heritage of the motherland, and reinforced their cultural identity.

Keywords: Selinus, Telestes, Percussion Instruments, Aulos, Kymbala, Dance, 
Ancient Greek Music 

Öz

Bu makalede müzikoloji ve arkeoloji metotları birleştirilerek, müzikle bağlantı-
lı arkeolojik bulgulara uygulamaktadır. Bu uygulama ile, bulguların keşif nokta-
larını ve kullanım bağlamlarını değerlendirerek müzik aktivitelerinin bölgeleri-
nin belirlenmesi sağlanmaktadır. Bu şekilde, müzikal performansların kültürel 
dini ve sosyal anlamlarının yorumlanması sağlanmaktadır. Bu araştırma Batı 
Yunanistan özelinde bir müzikal geleneğe odaklanarak Selinus bağlamında 
müziğin rolünü açıklamayı hedeflemektedir: Kalıntılar Batı’daki Yunanlıların 
anakaranın müzikal mirasını kullanarak kültürel kimliklerini nasıl güçlendir-
dikleri ile ilgili görüşler ortaya koymak için olanak sunmaktadır. 

Anahtar kelimeler: Selinus, Telestes, vurmalı çalgılar, aulos, kymbala, dans, 
Antik Yunan müziği 

Introduction

Studies on Ancient Greek music often concentrate on evidence from Athens or 
Sparta, two sites for which we have both textual and visual evidence. However, 
Athenian or Spartan musical activity may not be typical of other areas of the 
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Greek world, particularly the Western Greeks, as indeed is evident from other 
areas of social, artistic, and political activity. This approach has only recently 
been incorporated into the study of ancient music, thus bringing into focus 
the field of Archaeomusicology; it is based on the analysis of ancient depicti-
ons of music and finds of musical instruments in their archaeological context, 
rather than in isolation.1 This approach offers an innovative research method 
to the study of Ancient Greek music, not only with its contextualization of both 
the textual and archaeological evidence, but also with its interdisciplinary, ant-
hropological approach, and by making connections between architecture, vi-
sual arts, and ritual actions, and by investigating their form, meaning and so-
cial function. Through this approach, we will be able to analyze the visual and 
archaeological documentation of Selinus (modern Selinus): the polis, located 
on the southwest coast of Sicily, was one of the most important Greek settle-
ments in the West during the Archaic and Classical periods (see Image 1). The 
survey aims to analyze the musical performances in sacred places and their 
relationship with the cults and rituals of this Western Greek city. Based on this 
approach, it will allow a wider and original reflection on the way in which the 
Western Greeks reworked the cultural heritage of the motherland.

Image 1: Selinus is located on the southwest coast of Sicily.

A Greek Polis in the West

Founded by Megara Hyblaea in the second half of the seventh century BCE, 
lying on two hills (the so-called Acropolis and the Manuzza Hill) connected by 
a narrow isthmus and bordered by rivers, Selinus commanded an extensive, 
fertile plain, which was a source of considerable prosperity. The wealth of the 
foundation is reflected in the impressive urban and building policy of the sixth 
and fifth centuries BCE, when Selinus made a systematic effort to monumen-
talize its sanctuaries with the construction of a remarkable series of large and 
expensive stone temples, which served as powerful symbols of the colony’s 
wealth, power, and public devotion (Marconi, 2007, pp. 61-76). 

As the westernmost Greek city in Sicily, Selinus had intensive and complex 
relationships with the non-Greek populations in this part of the island, namely 
the Phoenicians and the Elymians. Indeed in 480 BCE, at the battle of Himera, 

1 This is the research methodology of the work-in-progress for the TELESTES 
project that has been funded by the Marie Curie Actions program of the European 
Commission. The project is dedicated to the musical culture of Selinus, one of 
the most important of the western Greek cities.  http://cordis.europa.eu/project/
rcn/185858_en.html.
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where Greeks from Syracuse and Agrigento fought the Carthaginians, Selinus 
sided with Carthage. Years later, hostilities between Selinus and Segesta bro-
ught Athenian intervention in Sicily (415 BCE). In 409 BCE, on the occasion of 
the Carthaginian invasion, Selinus was taken and sacked by Hannibal. A few 
years later, with the consent of Carthage, refugees refounded Selinus. Between 
the early fourth and the first half of the third century BCE, the city remained 
mostly under Carthaginian control, and was inhabited by a mixed Greek and 
Punic population. Characteristic of this period were the massive fortifications 
surrounding the Acropolis, which point to the significant strategic role assu-
med by Selinus during the wars between Syracuse and Carthage (De Vido, 
2009, pp. 111-128). Because of their proximity to communities of non-Greeks, 
the colonists of the Greek polis would have felt the need to build monumental 
temples more frequently and on a larger scale than the Greeks at home. 

Finally, in 250 BCE, on the occasion of the first Punic War, Selinus was abando-
ned, its walls dismantled, and its inhabitants transferred to Lilybaion.

Selinus and the Space of the Performances

The ancient site of Selinus is recognized today as one of the most important 
archaeological sites of the Greek period in Italy. From its foundation as a Gre-
ek colony around the second half of the seventh century through the middle 
of the third century BCE, Selinus enjoyed a prosperous existence as reflected 
in its notable sanctuaries, temples, fortifications, and houses, which span the 
Archaic (600–480 BCE) through the Early Hellenistic (323–250 BCE) periods 
and are remarkably well preserved. By the first two decades of the sixth cen-
tury, the second generation of Selinuntians began the process of transforming 
the urban space and the major sanctuaries through the construction of temp-
les. Most were built on the Acropolis, a large area located at the center of the 

Image 2:  Acropolis of Selinus.   
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city’s southern hill and surrounded by a precinct (see Image 2). The Acropolis 
housed two sanctuaries: the south sanctuary, which included Temples A and 
O, and the north sanctuary, the more important of the two, which included 
Temples R, C and D. Later, in the Hellenistic period, Temple B was erected in 
the southern area of the north sanctuary. Its architectural remains, especially 
significant structures in the southern sector of the main urban sanctuary on 
the Acropolis still have much to reveal to us concerning the history of the 
Greeks and the Phoenicians in the Western Mediterranean (De Angelis, 2003, 
pp. 101-116).

In 2006, the Institute of Fine Arts of New York University (IFA-NYU) began a 
research project on the Acropolis of Selinus, under the direction of Professor 
Clemente Marconi and in collaboration with the Soprintendenza per i Beni 
Culturali ed Ambientali of Trapani and the Archaeological Park of Selinus. The 
project consists of a new, systematic and interdisciplinary study of the archa-
eology and architecture of the main urban sanctuary on the Acropolis, begin-
ning with its southern sector, analyzing Temples B and R, their decoration, 
topographical context, and the significant alterations made to the area during 
the Hellenistic period (see Image 3).

Image 3: State plan of area of investigation. © Institute of Fine Arts, NYU.

Temple B is one of the most important examples of sacred architecture in 
Hellenistic Sicily, and its location within the main urban sanctuary of Selinus 
is particularly prominent, placed beside Temple C, the old, venerable temple of 
Apollo. In addition, Temple B raises interesting questions about cultural iden-
tity and how it is reflected in architecture and ritual practice. Although Temple 
B was erected at a time in which Selinus was under Carthaginian control and 
inhabited by a mixed Greek and Punic population, it appears as a purely Greek 
cult building. The investigation of this series of historiographical, architec-
tural, and archaeological problems was the motivating force behind the first 
three years of research of the Institute of Fine Arts of New York University 
(Marconi, 2008, pp. 59-91).

The survey also consisted of the investigation of the South Building: it is lo-
cated at the southern edge of the main urban sanctuary, bordering the peri-
bolos wall, which delimits the boundary of the east-west axis Avenue SB. The 
South Building owes its designation to the uncertainty of its function. A large 
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structure with a north-south orientation, it has generally been identified as an 
altar in relevant literature. Both the orientation of the South Building and its 
structure, however, bring into doubt this traditional interpretation. As can be 
seen in other Greek cities, the architecture of the sanctuaries at Selinus could 
reflect the kind of spatial organization that was necessary for both choral and 
instrumental practices, as well as for ritual performances (Bosher, 2012, pp. 
1-16). These particular manifestations could be the result of the high degree 
of interaction between Greeks and non-Greeks, an interaction that had taken 
place since the time of the earliest colonial foundation of the polis. 

Most likely, the South Building should be identified as a rectilinear theater 
(see Image 4). As Clemente Marconi has argued, “The building belongs to 
that interesting group of theatral structures (meaning, simple, non-canonical 
theaters, with linear and non-circular theatra and/or orchestras) found in clo-
se association with local sanctuaries and/or agoras in various regions of the 
Greek world” (Marconi 2014, p. 110). These structures were in close associ-
ation with sacred spaces: it would seem safe to assume that they functioned 
to accommodate an audience during sacred festivals and celebrations. It is 
important to take into account the possibility of multiple functions and of 
different activities taking place on different occasions (Marconi-Scahill, 2015, 
pp. 281-294): they contributed to the effort of ritual performance, which would 
have included the various acts of worship in the sacred space, like processions 
and ritual dramas. Given the scarcity of literary sources attesting to that prac-
tice or material evidence, it is not always easy to tell if the spectacle offered to 
this audience was, specifically, a ritual drama. But drama of some kind surely 
must be considered as a possibility, along with the performance of hymns, 
sacrifices, music, and choral dances (Nielsen, 2002, pp. 142-148).

Image 4: Virtual reconstruction of the area of investigation in the Archaic and Classical periods. 
© Institute of Fine Arts, NYU.

The excavations in the area of the foundations of the South Building provide 
a safe archaeological dating for this structure to the Late Archaic period. In 
the Classical period, the South Building was partially transformed, and by the 
Hellenistic period, it was probably dismantled (Marconi, 2014, pp. 105-116).
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In the southern sector of the Main Urban Sanctuary is located the so-called 
Megaron, or Temple R (see Image 5): it is situated south of Temple C and with 
the same eastern orientation. Constructed in the first quarter of the sixth cen-
tury BCE, this nonperipteral building consists now of a deep cella and adyton, 
similar to the roughly contemporary Temple S, as well as a third room with 
a separate southern entrance, which was added in the Late Classical period, 
within the context of a renovation of the building after its destruction by fire 
during the Carthaginian sack of Selinus in 409 BCE. 

Image 5: Megaron or Temple R. © Institute of Fine Arts, NYU.

Image 6: Sanctuary of Malophoros.

In the levels of Temple R dated to the Late Classical period, there was the par-
ticularly significant discovery of a group of terracotta sculptures. This series of 
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terracottas is best understood as votive offerings associated with Temple R, 
and they seem to suggest the identification of this building with a Temple of 
Demeter (Marconi, 2013, pp. 263-271): her cult shared by the Greeks and Pu-
nics that formed the local population. A good, local equivalent with the disco-
veries in the Temple R, are those in the Sanctuary of Malophoros: the shrine, 
located in the west hill of the acropolis of Selinus, had a connection with a 
female cult (see Image 6).

The Aulos from Selinus

In the summer of 2012, the IFA–NYU Selinus Mission began to explore the 
interior of the cella of Temple R. This excavation showed that the Classical and 
Archaic level had been sealed by a deep fill of the Hellenistic period and left 
untouched by earlier archaeological research at the site. Among the discove-
ries were a series of votive depositions against the walls, dating to the sixth 
century BCE. One of the main striking finds among those votive depositions, 
was the discovery of two parts of a bone aulos, which can be dated to 570 BCE, 
based on its association with a Corinthian amphoriskos interred next to it (see 
Images 7-8) (Marconi, 2014, pp. 105-116).

Image 9: Bone aulos of Temple R. © Institute of Fine Arts, NYU. 

Image 7: Interior of the cella of Temple R. © 
Institute of Fine Arts, NYU.

Image 8: Votive offerings along the walls of 
Temple R. © Institute of Fine Arts, NYU.
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This aulos conforms to an “Early type” (see Image 9) because of its similarity 
to the auloi found in the sanctuaries of Artemis Orthia at Sparta (dated to the 
end of the seventh century BCE) (Dawkins, 1939, pp. 236-237, CLXI-CLXII) 
and Artemis at Brauron (dated to the sixth–fifth centuries BCE) (Landels, 
1963, pp. 116-119); the examples found at Aegina in the sanctuary of Aphaia 
(Furtwängler, 1906, p. 429); and the examples from the sanctuary of Persep-
hone at Locri Epizephyrii (Lepore, 2010, pp. 428-430; Bellia, 2012a, pp. 46-47, 
fig. 12; Bellia, 2012b, pp. 92-93).

The preserved aulos from Selinus has to be subjected to closer examination 
that will determine its original pitches based on comparisons with the other 
similar instruments already noted. It is especially similar in form and date to 
an aulos found in a tomb at Poseidonia in southern Italy, and that dates from 
the end of the 6th to the beginning of the 5th century BCE. It too is a well-
preserved “Early” type Greek aulos made of deer bone (see Image 10) (Bellia, 
2012b, pp. 98-99; Psaurodakēs, 2014, pp. 107-129).

Image 10: Aulos of Poseidonia, from Psaurodakēs, 2014, p. 129, fig. 13.

Image 11: Aulos of Selinus. © Institute of Fine Arts, NYU.

The exterior surface of the aulos from Selinus retains the natural shape of the 
bone from which the instrument was made, including the grooves present on 
both pieces and the cutting directly across the finger-holes and the thumb-
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hole on the longer piece. The two sections fit together, but the tube itself is 
incomplete. The lost portions would include the mouthpiece and the lower 
section with additional finger-holes (see Image 11). The size of the aulos, the 
size of the thumb holes and their close setting suggest that the aulos was 
meant to be played by an immature musician. Considering its findspot and 
original context of use, we cannot exclude the possibility that the musical ins-
trument was belonging to a girl.

The aulos, as a particular votive gift, would be in relationship with the cult of 
the Temple R: the practice of dedicating musical instruments by either wors-
hippers or musicians is well attested by numerous sources (Papadopoulou, 
2004, pp. 347-362). This discovery at Selinus is very significant, particularly 
with regard to the performance of music and ritual dancing associated with 
the sacred activity of Temple R. According to Clemente Marconi (Marconi, 
2013, pp. 263-271), the performance of choral dancing in this part of the main 
urban sanctuary of Selinus is also suggested by the discovery in the area of 
Temple R of a series of fragments of Corinthian vases featuring chains of dan-
cing women that conform to the so-called Frauenfest iconography (see Image 
12) (Pemberton, 2000, pp. 85-106).

Image 12: Fragments of Corinthian vases of Temple R, from Marconi, 2013, fig. 5-8.

These discoveries show the importance of music and dance at Selinus which 
already existed in the Early Archaic period; since its foundation. We do not 
know whether the musical and choral activities at Selinus were related to tho-
se of Megara Hyblaea, one of the two mother cities of Selinus, along with Me-
gara Nisea, in Mainland Greece. The possibility of such connections should 
be investigated, in order to understand how Greek colonists had maintained 
or transformed and adapted the original musical culture of their mother cities, 
and whether this musical culture had contributed to their social and political 
identity. Furthermore, we do not know how the colonists’ musical and cultural 
heritage interacted with the non-Greek populations, namely the Phoenicians 
and the Elymians. However, the discovery in the Greek polis of two cymbals, 
musical instruments used for the rhythm and dances, dated to the VI c. BCE 
(see Image 13) (Bellia 2012b, p. 13), is very interesting because they are be-
longing to the “phoenician-punic type”. The kymbala seems testimony to the 
fact that the musical performances of Greek colonists and of the other people 
living at Selinus were closely intertwined.
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Image 13: Cymbals from Selinus. Photograph by author.

The Terracotta Figurines with Musical Representations at Selinus 

At Selinus the importance of instrumental and choral activities is indicated by 
the discovery of terracotta figurines that feature musical representations, and 
musical instruments from sanctuaries. This is a body of evidence that is un-
dergoing analysis from a musicological perspective, as well as from a religious 
perspective related to local cults. 

The terracotta figurines of female aulos players (Bellia, 2009, pp. 134-137) and 
a little fragment of an aulos (see Image 14) were found in the sanctuary of Ma-
lophoros (Gasparri, 2014, p. 76), testifying to the existence of ritual musical 

Image 14: Female aulos player and fragment of aulos from the sanctuary of Malophoros. Photo-
graph by author.
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performances around a well in front of the propylon of the sanctuary that may 
have been connected to ritual sacrifice (Jameson & et al., 1993, pp. 42-43), per-
haps in the presence of the goddess herself (or of her statue?), and in associ-
ation with a procession of worshippers, presided over by the priestess. These 
would be activities dedicated exclusively to women, presumably in association 
with thesmophoric rites (Bellia, 2015, pp. 90-118).

Other coroplastic evidence sug-
gests that these rituals may not 
have been conducted exclusively 
by women. In the sanctuary there 
also may have been male-orien-
ted rituals, in which music might 
have formed an important part. 
Terracotta figurines representing 
a reclining banqueter holding a 
lyre (see Image 15), and some-
times other objects as well were 
brought to light at the sanctuary. 
If the banqueters with these ins-
truments represent participants 
in ritual communal meals and 

sacrifices, then these banqueters might be viewed in connection with rituals 
in which men and boys celebrated their first entry into society and their status 
with music; showing their belonging to the community and reinforcing their 
cultural identity. 

Toward an Interdisciplinary Perspective 

The importance of music at Selinus emerges from the archaeological record, 
which points to its significance in relation with the sacred sphere. Callimachus 
(Iambus, 11) expressly mentions the public character of theatrical performan-
ces at Selinus and we cannot exclude that such performances played a major 
social and political role in strengthening the cultural and social identity of 
the population. These performances could be connected with cult ceremonies 
and with the public dramatization of the myths of the gods in sacred areas 
(Calame, 2001, pp. 34-37; Nielsen, 2002, pp. 9-19). The performance of mu-
sic is explicitly depicted on the archaic metopes of Selinus, featuring divine 
and heroic subjects (see Image 16) (Marconi, 2007, pp. 99-102). Likewise the 
poems by the Siceliote poet and mousikos Stesichorus offer the occasion to 
reflect on the relationship between music, literature and sacred architecture 
among the Western Greeks (Ercoles, 2013, pp. 12-17). 

To the archeological data can be added the written sources on the poet and 
mousikos Telestes. He was active at Selinus toward the end of the fifth cen-
tury BCE. The mousikos was a composer of dithyrambs, and perhaps he also 
included the Dionysiac element in the paean, the song for Apollo. Telestes de-
fended strongly the aulos as an ancient, sacred and noble musical instrument 
(Berlinzani, 2008, pp. 109-140). His ideas about music may be connected with 
musical performances in the sanctuaries of Selinus. Telestes is remembered 
for his many travels to Magna Grecia (perhaps Locri and Regio) and for victory 

Image 15: Reclining banqueter holding a lyre. Photo 
author.
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in a musical competition in Athens under the archonship of Micon (402-401 
BCE). After the destruction of Selinus by the Carthaginians, he left the city and 
had relations with the tyrants of Syracuse. He may have played a role in Syra-
cuse, contributing to the musical and theatrical life of that metropolis with the 
experiences and skills learned during his musical activities at Selinus. 

The information provided by the written sources contributes significantly to 
our understanding of the archaeological finds related to music from Selinus 
in connection with its social and political development. These connections, in 
comparison with other sites in Sicily, Southern Italy and Mainland Greece, are 
still in need of investigation, through a systematic and interdisciplinary study 
that would bring together archaeology, architectural history, and scholarship 
on musical and choral activities.  

Image 16: Metope of Selinus. The Delian Tried, from Marconi, 2007, p. 101, fig. 43.
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Abstract

Today, the safeguarding of practices within cultural environments mainly fo-
cuses on preserving and continuing “cultural identity”. However, it is only by 
defining and acknowledging the issues and requirements that will govern any 
projects or attempts to conserve traditional music and dance practices that 
true sustainability can be achieved. Determining and documenting cultural 
practices represents the first step in safeguarding and sustaining intangible 
cultural values; the second step is to find ways to revitalize them by engaging 
local society and by involving local actors in the field of intangible cultural 
heritage.

The aim of this study is to provide a critical examination of intangible cultural 
heritage practices, namely the traditional dance and music of Domaniç, a ru-
ral area located in western Anatolia on the north Aegean side of Turkey. The 
study includes both conceptual and practical elements based on two years of 
multi-site fieldwork conducted with the last generation to retain the memory 
of the traditional folk culture of this region and concentrates on understand-
ing which actors play a part in cultural sustainability and cultural politics and 
how to sustain at-risk cultural practices.

Keywords: Turkey, sustainability, cultural heritage, music, dance, cultural policy

Öz

Günümüzde, kültürel ortamlardaki uygulamaların korunması esasen “kültürel 
kimliğin” muhafaza edilmesi ve devamına odaklanmaktadır. Ancak, gerçek bir 
sürdürülebilirliğin sağlanabilmesi sadece, geleneksel müzik ve dans pratikleri-
ni korumak için yapılacak girişim ya da projeleri kapsayan hususların ve gerek-
sinimlerin saptanması ve idrak edilmesi ile başarılabilir. Kültürel uygulamaları 
belirlemek ve belgelemek somut olmayan kültürel mirasın sürdürülmesinde 
ilk adımı temsil etmektedir. İkinci adım ise; yerel halkın katılımını sağlayarak ve 
somut olmayan kültürel miras alanındaki yerel aktörleri dahil ederek, kültürel 
uygulamaları yeniden canlandırmak için yollar bulmaktır.
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Bu çalışmanın amacı, Türkiye’nin Kuzey Ege Bölgesinde Batı Anadolu’da kırsal 
bir bölge olan Domaniç’in geleneksel müzik ve oyunlarına eleştirel bir incele-
me getirmek ve bölgeye ait kültürel pratiklerin gelecekteki sürdürülebilirlikleri 
için önerilerde bulunmaktır. Çalışma, bölgenin folklorik hafızasına sahip son 
jenerasyon ile iki sene boyunca yürütülen çok yönlü alan çalışmasına dayalı 
hem kavramsal hem de pratik unsurları içermekte ve hangi aktörlerin kültürel 
sürdürülebilirlik ve kültür politikaları alanında rol oynadığı ve risk altındaki kül-
türel uygulamaların nasıl sürdürülebileceği konusu üzerine yoğunlaşmaktadır.

Anahtar kelimeler: Türkiye, sürdürülebilirlik, kültürel miras, müzik, dans, kül-
tür politikaları

Introduction

Over the history of dance and music, forms and genres have emerged, trans-
formed, and disappeared. During this process, communities have been faced 
with challenges in dealing with these changes, and sustainability studies in 
social sciences have gained momentum in response. In this sense, and as 
stated by Fahy and Rau (2013), how people make sense of their social and 
physical environment, and how they acquire knowledge has become a part 
of social-scientific sustainability research (p.8). In addition, the significance 
of the cultural dimension of sustainability and studies into the identification 
and documentation of intangible values has increased. In particular, the post-
1940’s period witnessed the creation of a large dance and music sector in 
Turkey which occurred due to the compiling of traditional dances and music 
as well as the organization of national dance and music competitions and 
stage shows. Together, these factors contributed towards an atmosphere in 
which traditional dance and music could be considered sustainable. Öztürk-
men (2009) drew attention to developments in that period by stating: 

Around the 1970s in Turkey, there was a demand for folk dances 
and the supply to the market, which was determined by the 
same demand, was settled through events such as student 
ceremonies, festivals and special day celebrations. Folk dance 
competitions emerged as a platform where this demand and 
supply was more explicit1.  (pp. 250-251) 

Historically speaking, traditional dance studies in Turkey started with the folk 
music compilations of the Dârül-Elhân (the first formal music school of the 
Ottoman State, founded in 1917) delegation in 1926. During the delegation’s 
fourth trip, information regarding traditional dances and musical instruments 
were compiled in addition to almost 300 folk songs from the provinces of 
Trabzon, Rize, Gümüşhane, Bayburt, Erzurum and Erzincan (Bartok, 1991, p. 
237; Gazimihal, 2006, pp. 143-167; Ülkütaşır, 1972, pp. 33-34). Following this 
folk dance bayramlar (celebrations), the establishment of folklore institutes, 
the folk dance competitions organized by Yapı Kredi Bank, numerous research 
projects and revitalisation efforts for folk music and dances greatly contrib-
uted to cultural sustainability in Turkey.2 

1 Translated from Turkish. 
2 It is worth mentioning that the first article on dance in Turkey is Raks. According 
to Öztelli (1959) it was written by Rıza Tevfik in 1900 and was published in Doctor 
Besim Ömer’s medical journal Nev-sâl-i Âfiyet – Salnâme-i Tıbbî (p. 1897). 
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With regard to Domaniç in particular; at the beginning of the nineteenth cen-
tury, the earliest period for which most primary sources exist, the area’s tradi-
tional music and dances were a component of specific cultural practices, and 
in the 1980s, folklore enthusiasts compiled these practices and carried them 
to urban areas such as Bursa and Istanbul. 

Later, when traditions of all types underwent a large-scale revival, the local 
music and dances of Domaniç were transformed from an exclusively local cul-
tural activity to one which became a part of a nationally-distributed recreation 
(Buckland, 2006a, p. 202). They were performed mostly at folk dance com-
petitions, folklore festivals, formal ceremonies, school demonstrations and 
celebrations. In the early 1990s, folk dance and music studies underwent a 
second change: the previous revivalist actions and voluntary activities, which 
included the work of the Domaniç Tourism and Folklore Research Associa-
tion (DOTUFAD), and the entrepreneurial efforts of the Domaniç Folk Dance 
Group, both nationally and internationally, came to an end. The absence of 
such support caused a reduction in music and dance activities with the result 
that many of the traditional practices are now in danger of being lost.

In order to achieve the best possible understanding on such an abstract and 
complex topic as intangible values, this study uses a combined methodology, 
including both qualitative and analytic approaches, and case study as research 
strategies. Such an approach allows the conceptual role of each intangible 
value component to be examined according to its physical expressions in 
the present study of the Domaniç case. In this respect, to explore the com-
ponents of Domaniç province’s intangible cultural heritage (the traditional 
dance and music) on-site, ethnographic field research and the documentation 
techniques were used. 
Domaniç is a district of the city of Kütahya, located between the Aegean and 
southern Marmara districts (see Figure 1). Although it is only a few hours from 
Bursa, Kütahya, Eskişehir and Bilecik, its mountainous topography makes 
Domaniç relatively remote. 
 

Figure 1: Map of Turkey Showing Domaniç (Google Maps, 2015).
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Domaniç has 32 villages, and at the turn of the millennium, its population was 
19,560, but by 2013, this had dropped to 15,901 (Turkish Statistical Institute, 
2014). In some villages, the population had decreased by as much as 50%. 
Migration is the main problem in the region due to the high level of unemploy-
ment. Limited education opportunities of the region can also be shown as a 
reason of out-migration. 

The fieldwork was conducted primarily in central Domaniç (known locally as 
Domaniç village), the villages of Domur, Erikli, Muratlı, and the adjacent coun-
ties of Çukurca and Ilıcaksu3 over two years. More than 100 local residents 
were interviewed in detail, usually on tape and voice recorder, and sometimes 
on video camera in open-ended conversations lasting approximately one or 
two hours each. Follow-up visits were conducted whenever possible. The in-
terviewees ranged from 10 to 90 years-old, and represented diverse social, 
ethnic, religious, and regional backgrounds. Many of the interviewees live in 
central Domaniç, but interviews with numerous individuals in many of the 
smaller villages and towns were also conducted to increase the geographical 
extent and demographic variety of the study. 

The recordings, especially those with local women, were made on the condi-
tion that they would not be shared on any social media platform and would 
not be used except for academic purposes. Only the permitted visual materi-
als have been submitted with this study.

Despite its introverted societal structure, which tends to preserve traditions, 
the transformation of the local life can be seen. In particular, folkloric practices 
both control and organize many social relationships in Domaniç, and the local 
people’s relationships and roles in their own communities are often shaped by 
these folkloric traditions.

However, the region’s traditional dance and music practices have rapidly 
decreased in recent years; for instance; the Folklore Studies Center and Folk 
Dance Association, which used to be quite active, closed in 2013. Folkloric 
customs are no longer as widespread, and the traditional and ritualistic dance 
practices have almost disappeared. 

This study includes an examination of a dance and music style both from the 
male dances and female dances of the region as well as their musical instru-
ments, and shows parameters that play a fundamental role in the cultural 
sustainability field both nationally and internationally. The notational work of 
this study was based on the performances of local bağlama players Osman 
and Mehmet Demiröz4. The disappearing türküler were notated according to 
the widely used bozuk5 tuning of G, D, A6.

3 The reason these villages were chosen is due to their mutual social structure and 
cultural practices. These villages are compact clusters of houses, separated by at 
least a twenty minute to one hour walk. The inhabitants know each other’s affairs 
intimately and see each other frequently.
4 They both have a yöresel tavır (regional style) in their musical performances, and 
have no knowledge of scales or modes.
5 The literal meaning of bozuk is “broken” or “destroyed”, but in this case it refers 
to the tuning used most frequently in urban areas of Turkey today, the bozuk düzeni 
(bozuk tuning) (Markoff, 1986, p. 89).
6 The courses of strings as follows: A (top), D (middle), G (bottom). Musical sym-
bols: b2: lower a pitch by 2 commas, b3: lower a pitch by 3 commas, #3: raise a pitch 
by 3 commas.
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The main question of the study is how to sustain the traditional dances and 
accompanying music of Domaniç and the presentation of the dimensions of 
cultural sustainability is to meet this specific goal in a way which may be ap-
plied in other locations.

The Traditional Dances of Domaniç

The opportunities for less segregated dancing in Domaniç are few and far 
between, but there is one type of event which allows at least some limited in-
teraction between men and women of all ages: a düğün7 (wedding). As Hanna 
(1988) noted, dances are used to celebrate marriages in many parts of the 
world within the guiding tenets of religion and attitudes toward gender (p. 
47). These tenets provide a means by which local people can sustain their 
traditions. A wedding, however, offers several opportunities for gathering and 
merry-making during the single-gender parties given at the houses of both the 
bride and bridegroom. 

In Domaniç, the women only dance after the men have departed, or retreat 
to dance in the bride’s house. Opinions such as; men should not dance with 
women, and that applauding men after their dance or music performances 
is ayıp (shameful) have come to be accepted and have even become normal-
ized. In this way, public dancing is something allowed only to men as women 
become passive, and largely silent, spectators. 

Naturally, as members of the younger generation move away, first for educa-
tion and later for work and marriage, the older ones who are left are those 
most likely to follow a traditional way of life. However, these individuals are 
faced with some difficulties in terms of the gender-oriented social structure.

Legitimised gender orders normally bring some restrictions, and whether 
these restrictions are applied by men or women, cultural practices such as 
music and traditional dances are affected. Thus, the older female generation, 
who are the custodians of their own traditional heritage, are most affected by 
these restrictions. Thoughts such as the “women should not sing or dance in 
front of men”, become accepted and even “women should not engaged with 
music and dance at all” becomes something that is considered normal, even 
desirable.

In societies such as Domaniç (which has a rather insular nature due to its 
physical isolation and also its long-standing traditions), within which women 
and men experience some degree of segregation even in their ordinary daily 
lives, their dance and musical practices are also conducted in mutual isola-
tion, and are best analyzed separately.

The male dances of Domaniç are considered to have originated with the es-
tablishment of the Ottoman Empire. Everyone in the region claims that their 
traditional dance, Domaniç Havası (Domaniç Style), originated from this era, 
and they refer to their dances as being a continuation of Kayı clan tradition.
 

7 Düğün is the word that ordinarily refers to wedding and is also used for circumcision 
(sünnet); it basically means a festivity. 
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The most often performed traditional male dances of Domaniç are Domaniç 
Havası (analysed below) and Çiftetelli. The prevailing circular dance form and 
dance organization of the male dances can often be seen during the celebra-
tion of village weddings. There is no information about who compiled the 
male dances of Domaniç, nor about who choreographed them. It was ob-
served that the characteristics of the male dance performance vary accord-
ing to age-group. While the older men apply small additional gestures and 
embellishments, the younger generation tend to perform only the basic body 
movements. Bakka (1991) implies that no dance can really stay stable due to 
their ever-changing rules, but it is likely that this development is more of an 
unwillingness on the part of the younger men to do more than the bare neces-
sities required by the dance form. 

Whereas the male dances of Domaniç at least have a strong sense of tradition 
to assist any research into their origins, analysing the female dances of the 
area from a historical perspective is much more challenging. Given the age 
of some of the interviewees, and their recollections of the practices of their 
elders, it is possible to claim that these female dances have at least some con-
nection to the Ottoman period, but given the tradition of relying on oral his-
tory among the locals it is difficult to say how much may have been changed 
or even lost completely. 

The most proudly spoken phrase “biz Hayme Ana’nın torunlarıyız” (we are the 
grandchildren of Hayme Ana) has echoes in every part of the women’s lives in 
Domaniç as well as in their music and dance traditions. Hayme Ana8 is revered 
as the most respected female leader of the Kayı clan (she was the mother of 
Ertuğrul Gâzi, leader of the Ottoman Kayı clan, and the grandmother of Os-
man Gâzi, the founder of the Ottoman State). She became especially impor-
tant after the death of her husband, Gündüz Alp, during the Turkish migration 
to Anatolia. Although the inhabitants of Domaniç make frequent references to 
Hayme Ana, she represents a time when women took part in every aspect of 
social9, economical, military and political life. The women of Domaniç today 
are more segregated and excluded from social life and this can be most often 
seen in their dance and music practices. The chance to learn traditional dance 
is high for men as they make a valued contribution to wedding celebrations 
and make the effort to pass their skills to the next generation.

When the villagers are asked how they learned the local dances, a common 
statement is “analarımızdan ninelerimizden böyle gördük” (this is how we saw 
our mothers and grandmothers do it). There is a strict hierarchy for both men 
and women organised according to age, experience, and status. With no for-

8 Hayme means tent (Devellioğlu, 2000, p. 347; Özön, 1979, p. 306). Hayme Ana 
means the mother of the tent. She is known and remembered as the “Mother of the 
State” especially in many formal regional ceremonies and organisations. She ruled 
the nomadic clan until it began to grow into the Ottoman Empire. As Senemoğlu 
(1958) stated, they called her “the head of the tent” in reference to her leadership 
of the clans (pp. 18-21). The first information regarding Hayme Ana’s grave appears 
in the Yearbook of Hüdavendigar Vilayeti (Barkan and Meriçli, 1988) and detailed 
information was given in the 2011 Tourism and Culture Ministry documentary Hayme 
Ana: Büyük Göç (Hayme Mother: The Great Migration) (Böhürler, 2011).
9 In regard to the Ottoman women’s social life, especially in their music and dance 
practices, Aksoy (1999) indicated that the oldest document and records that proves 
women performed music dates from the 16th century (p. 789).
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mal record, it is necessary for the dances themselves to be passed down by 
word-of-mouth, or through demonstration. In Domaniç, cultural expressions 
are transmitted by the tradition of master and apprentice, and this is largely 
oral or practical. However, and as Buckland (2006b) stated, “The collective 
memory consolidates an agreed interpretation of what happened or what is 
valued. The human body is both recipient and manifestation of a local history 
that claims authenticity through its mode of transmission” (p. 16). It is there-
fore reasonable to claim that such practices are equally capable of passing 
down adapted movements as they are of ones that would be regarded as the 
true versions. 

Traditional female dances take place in both out-door and in-door areas. How-
ever, the only out-door occasion is the kına gecesi (henna night) which occurs 
in the secluded garden of a house before many spectators (all women), and the 
dancers are accompanied by the same instruments as the men (pre-recorded 
elektro-bağlama and org or a couple of male musicians at a discreet distance). 
Gatherings such as wedding celebrations are indoor occasions during which 
the women dance among themselves in places such as halls or village houses. 
During these performances, the dancers are surrounded by a dense crowd and 
are accompanied by bakraç (copper pail) players. One woman holds a bakraç, 
while another plays and sings traditional songs. There is a strong bond be-
tween the performances of the players, which acts as a motivational medium 
for the others to dance.

The female dances are Düz Oyun, Sekme, Erkek Oyunu, Tingildek/Titreme and 
the mostly forgotten İlimon Ektim Taşa styles. All the female dance cycles be-
gin with slow dances and the tempo gradually increases from Düz Oyun to 
Tingildek/Titreme and Sekme (analysed below), and finally Erkek Oyunu. The 
names of the female dances refer to the movement themselves and the nature 
of the dance style (in Sekme they hop, and in Tingildek they shake their shoul-
ders). The exception is İlimon Ektim Taşa which is also a hopping style.

For dancing, no woman accepts a partner who is not her peer in terms of age, 
marital status or dance experience. One of the interviewees stated: “Toylar 
toylar ile, gocamışlar gocamışlar ile oynar” (novices dance with novices; elders 
dance with elders) (C. Gezer, personal communication, September 2, 2014). 
There is a strict hierarchy among the women, and this sometimes become a 
serious issue when they are even very politely asked to dance. 

Accompanying Songs

Many folk dances are accompanied by specific türküler (folk songs). These are 
one of the most important forms of Turkish musical tradition and culture. And 
(1964, p. 15) stated that türküler, identified in this instance as kırık havalar (a 
cover term for their measured and rhythmic melodies), carry historical, social, 
economical, and most importantly, cultural messages from person to person 
and group to group. Local türküler are formed from three- to four-line verses, 
and are mostly based on syllabic prosody (Uyguner, 1954, p. 1041). The charac-
teristics of an area’s türküler can be said to have a major effect on local dance 
performances, even if there are major variations between different interpreta-
tions. As Bartok (1975) stated, “It can never be said that the particular folk 
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song is the same as its transcription. The only thing that can be said is that 
was the state of the melody when it was notated” (p. 4).

Regarding the structure of kırık havalar or türkülü oyunlar (dances with folk 
songs) Gazimihal (2006) indicated that a syllable falls on every note for most 
türküler (p. 184). The first syllable tends to fall on the first note of a semiquaver 
note group. This structure enables the dance performances to be remembered 
as well. Kurt and Ursula Reinhard visited Turkey sixteen times between 1955 
and 1983 to study Turkish folk music and pointed out the general characteris-
tics of the oyun türküleri (dance songs):

Generally they don’t have a specific scheme. These motifs are placed 
in a large structure along with the sequential chords and other compo-
nents, which resembles a walking harmony. A part of the song can be 
repeated over and over. Words are divided in an elaborate way. Small 
links are used, for instance; a quaver that is heard in a single syllable 
is divided into two hexadecimal notes by benefiting from the transition 
and auxiliary notes. (Reinhard and Reinhard, 2007, pp. 21- 4910) 

For the two male dances, Domaniç Havası, is accompanied by “Çayır Değil 
Çimen Değil” and Çiftetelli, is accompanied by “Atalım Mı?”. For the female 
dances, the most often used accompanying türkü of Düz Oyun is “Yumalak 
Fadimem”, for Sekme it is “Yörük Ali”, for Erkek Oyunu it is “Çayır Değil Çimen 
Değil”, and for Tingildek it is “Birini de Yavrum Birini”. İlimon Ektim Taşa has 
its own specific song.

There is, however, an ongoing issue with the traditional music of the area in 
regard to the availability of musicians. Gazimihal (1955, p. 1205) drew atten-
tion to the rapidly decreasing number of zurna (reed pipe) and davul (bass 
drum) players in Turkey in 1955 and pointed out that losing the zurna players 
and their repertoire meant losing the quality of the traditional dances. His 
foresight from sixty years ago became a reality in Domaniç at the beginning of 
the 2000s. Some villagers share the opinion of Gazimihal with respect to the 
effect the loss of the davul and zurna has had on the dances. Local villager and 
folklorist, Kadir Erkan stated that after the bağlama (long necked lute) and org 
(electric keyboard) emerged, the dances changed and this caused the older 
men who knew the traditional dances to give up, and he expressed the situa-
tion as “oyunların ruhu kayboldu” (the soul of the dances was lost) (personal 
communication, 22 December 2013). Since then, the only davul and zurna that 
can be seen are those displayed in the Domaniç Culture House. 

Male Dance - Domaniç Havası 

Domaniç Havası is performed by four to fifty men, and most often uses a cir-
cular form. The circular dance form encourages the other villagers to join in to 
dance whether they know the dance or not. Since the men usually dance out-
side in the evenings (the entertainment starts at around 19:00 or 20:00 and 
continues until midnight), they set a fire at the centre of the circle to keep the 
crowd warm, and to provide illumination and a more mystical atmosphere.

10 Translated from Turkish. 
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The circle begins by moving anti-clockwise. The dancers then go towards and 
away from the centre before returning to the circle and repeating the move-
ments clockwise. This pattern is repeated every two music bars until the circle 
gradually slows and the dancers sink to their heels or by stop in place at the 
end of the accompanying music.

The steps are many and varied, and there are complex co-ordinated rhythms 
of hands and feet which demand considerable skill. The dance movements 
can be codified into seven different sections: “walk in a circle”, “turn on the 
spot”, “meet in the middle”, “stamp with the left food”, “return to the circle”, 
“walk in the opposite direction”, and “kneel down”. The rhythmic structure of 
the dance is 9/8 time with each step taking two beats of the rhythmic patterns 
with the ending established on the final three quavers. 

The dancers may employ wooden spoons as castanets to emphasise the 
rhythm of their steps. The men usually do not give verbal tips to each other, 
but there is always one leader that the others follow. Local musician Mehmet 
Demiröz, who has been performing Domaniç Havası since he was a child, 
stated:

If the group turns you turn, if they kneel you kneel. Everyone follows 
the best dancing figure. When I was a little boy I used to carry the best 
performer’s jacket at his side, so I could learn the steps. I learned eve-
rything through that. Now my grandson is doing the same in Domaniç. 
(personal communication, June 6, 2014) 

The harmony between the group members enables them to synchronise their 
performances, and is illustrated by their shouts of “haydaa!” This shouting 
can be also used as a cue to turn on the spot or meet in the middle.

The key elements of Domaniç Havası are the circle, with its constant changes 
of direction, the movement towards and away from the centre, the synchro-
nised steps, constant upper body movements, and occasional shouting. The 
loud music of the elektro-saz and org (formerly davul and zurna) and an ever-
enlarging group and the light of a central fire allow the dance’s male character-
istics to become even more overt, especially as the group maintain their pace 
through constant repetition until they are exhausted. Such ritualistic displays 
reinforce the societal position of the men, and also foster a sense of shared 
accomplishment and brotherhood.

“Çayır Değil Çimen Değil” 

The most well known accompanying folk song of Domaniç Havası is “Çayır 
Değil Çimen Değil” (see Figure 2). The lyrics are based on the relationships 
between women and men. It has been observed that men of the village from 
every age group are motivated to dance by this song.
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Figure 2: Notation of “Çayır Değil Çimen Değil”.
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The piece’s tonal sequence uses Bb2, Eb, F# and shares this feature with the 
Karcığar11 maqam (mode) (see Figure 3). 

The structure of the piece coincides with the Kerem ayağı (Kerem mode). As 
Ataman (2009) indicated, this scale resembles the A minor scale and the Do-
rien mode (p. 68). 

The transitional notes of the scale is E natural and F natural. When Eb is added 
to the basic Kerem scale, it is called Düz Kerem. “Çayır Değil Çimen Değil” has 
the Düz Kerem characteristics (B2 and Eb) of the Kerem mode. 

Figure 3 : Karcığar Scale (Kutluğ, n.d., p. 186).

A chromatic pentachord is built on the fifth degree of the scale and thus re-
sembles the lower tetrachord of the Hicaz maqam (Signell cited in Markoff, 
1986, p. 99). The entire form of the scale can be identified as Karcığar, and the 
musical progression of “Çayır Değil Çimen Değil” is descending.

Female Dance - Sekme  

This dance is performed by two to four people in the local area. The perform-
ers stand facing each other at a distance of a metre and sometimes dance 
at an oblique of around 15 degrees. The direction of the movements usually 
consists of side to side and back and forth.

The sections of this dance are: “hop on the spot”, “turn on the spot”, “hop 
back and forth” (come closer together and move apart), and “swap places”. 
The hopping starts at the refrain of the dance song and whether they apply the 
hopping in this sequence or not usually depends on the women’s strength, 
weight, willingness and the attitude of the crowd they are surrounded by. These 
patterns continue until the end of the song or until one of them drops out. 

The dance steps are made on the soles of the feet and the arms are held open 
at the sides. During the hopping, the arms are raised to shoulder level and 
then brought down. The high energy level stays the same from start to finish 
and encourages the women to make high motivational screams and also ener-
gizes the spectators. The performers compete with each other and make their 
best efforts during this dance. The spirit of the dance is best summarised by 
one of the villagers: “whoever wins” (H. Efe, personal communication, June 
4, 2014). This rivalry is supported by the cheering of the spectators as well.

However, the space for dancing is limited by the size of the room since the 
women usually perform their dances in the close areas. If there are more than 

11 For a comparison of the Turkish folk music styles and the maqam styles see: 
Tanrıkorur, 1992, pp. 383-384; and Markoff, 1986, pp. 98-99. For detailes of the 
Karcığar mode see: Kutluğ, n.d., pp. 186-189; and Yavuzoğlu, 2011, pp. 109-110.
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four women and the gatherings happen outside (such as those for a henna 
night celebration) the performers form a line and use the same performance 
sections and motifs which are repeated every two bars until the end of the 
song. This has a 9/8 time rhythmic structure and each step takes two beats of 
the rhythmic patterns with the ending established on the final three quavers. 

Accompanying Song “Yörük Ali”   

The most popular accompanying folk song is “Yörük Ali” among the local 
women (see Figure 4). The lyrics are also about the relationship between men 
and women.

Figure 4 : Notation of “Yörük Ali”.

The original name of the accompanying türkü was stated as being “Kürt Ali” 
(Kurdish Ali) by the nomad villagers, but the name evolved to “Yörük Ali” over 
time. 
It shares the similar feature with the classical Hicaz maqam (see Figure 5) and 
uses the Garip12 scale.

Figure 5 : Hicaz Scale (Kutluğ, n.d., p. 176).

12 For the scale see: Ataman, 2009, p. 73. 
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The tonal sequence of the scale is Bb, C# and the musical progression of the 
scale is between five notes: A, B, C, D, E. The basic movement of the melodies 
is ascending-descending. As can be seen above, the root note is A.

It uses the classical Hüseyni maqam intervals from A to E. The melodic pro-
gression of this türkü is between six notes (including G) and is descending. 
The türkü starts with C and ends with A. 

The fundamental principle of the female accompanying folk songs is that they 
utilise five tonal intervals and a descending melodic progression. It can be 
said that the musical modes of the female dance songs make more use of 
monotony and repetition and have minimal structures within narrow tonal 
intervals. 

In addition there is a divergence between the older generation, who can be 
said to preserve traditions (including dance and music customs), and the 
younger generation, who are more strongly engaged with recent develop-
ments (including world music trends and dance styles, and more particularly 
with the advances in women’s rights). This divergence creates societal bound-
aries between two almost mutually exclusive worlds.

Despite the chance to learn traditional dance and music being high for men 
as they are considered to make a valued contribution to wedding celebrations, 
and as men are much more involved in public life than women in Domaniç, 
there is an unwillingness on the part of the older male villagers to participate 
in dance culture. However, the social organization, especially for dance, pro-
vides a system by which men are more able to sustain their traditions even 
though there are no available courses or associations. 

For women, there is no environment in which they may see their traditional 
village dances, and the chance for them to learn is not high as Domaniç has so 
many strict religious and gendered rules. As Ortner (1996) noted, exclusively 
male practices are regarded as being beneficial to the entire society, whereas 
those of women are merely considered to be fit for themselves (p.48). The 
perfect answer to that can be attributed to Delaney, who indicated a poten-
tially fruitful approach in which she expounds the view that in general, people 
see what they are trained to see. She supported this by referring to what Boas 
claimed long ago: “the seeing eye is the organ of tradition” (as cited in Dela-
ney, 1991, p.30). In the Domaniç case, the Sekme dance style is in imminent 
danger of disappearing, and the fate of the other endangered dance and music 
styles of the area are not only determined by the moral character of the local 
area but also by the profiles of the actors who play a fundamental role in their 
sustainability.

The Four Profiles   

Engaging communities is one of the primary subjects of UNESCO member 
states. The 2003 UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage gave duties to countries with regard to community involve-
ment with the following statement “each State Party shall endeavour to ensure 
the widest possible participation of communities, groups and, where appro-
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priate, individuals that create, maintain and transmit such heritage, and to 
involve them actively in its management” (UNESCO, 2003, Article 15).  In ad-
dition to the importance of engaging the local community, it is also important 
to determine the profiles of those within it who are already aware of their own 
cultural values and who already participate in intangible cultural practices. 

There are four different profiles who are the potential bearers of local culture 
and who are the most likely to continue to perform the region’s traditional 
dances and music.

1- Local Villagers (LVs)   

The first profile is local villagers (LVs) who are members of the rural working 
classes and who continue their traditional practices both within and outside 
Domaniç through village weddings and farewell ceremonies for conscripted 
military personnel. The male dances and music in the region are frequently 
and repeatedly performed during these occasions. However, the local women 
need more active engagement and participation in society, especially in the 
matter of intangible cultural heritage of the region.

It is stated in the United Nations Development Programme that “When devel-
opment is not ‘en-gendered’ it is ‘endangered’. Access for all means not only 
for a privileged few but also those who are from different reasons excluded, 
i.e. vulnerable women who frequently represent the most vulnerable of the 
vulnerable groups” (United Nations Development Programme, 2013, para.1-
2). The female dances of Domaniç are already endangered due to gender dis-
crimination and social boundaries. However, there are attempts to keep the 
traditional dance and music culture alive, notably the efforts of some local 
women such as Şengül Demir, who expressed the view that:

Women have so much potential and talent, but they pay attention to the 
things like “what are the others going to think or say”. This creates so 
much stress in their life and as a result of it they give up on having fun, 
and prefer not to dance or sing. It becomes a safer choice for them un-
less there is someone who encourages them or ensures them that there 
is nothing wrong or sinful with performing your own culture.  (personal 
communication, February 17, 2015)

During the fieldwork it was observed that when women come together for 
wedding celebrations, they have the chance to see the local dance and mu-
sic performances and compare the differences and similarities between the 
old and new way of dancing. The wedding celebrations (naturally formed) or 
event organizations (formed with the assistance of a leader or expert) provide 
platforms for local people to either reduce their prejudices or increase their 
negative evaluations of the dances and music. However, 60 year-old Aliye Öz-
türk’s statement, “Kültürün ayıbı yanlışı olmaz” (culture can never be shameful 
or wrong) (personal communication, August 4, 2014) is proof that even the 
older generation can express the opinion that the representation of traditional 
culture can be separate from the conservative values that pervade the society 
at large.  
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Any expectation of involvement by local people in cultural activities depends 
upon their belief that this involvement will produce results. Once local people 
realize that their contributions can make a difference, the culture of Domaniç 
may be revitalized and there may be a re-engagement with the things they want 
to change. For those who would like to sustain the local traditional dances and 
music of Domaniç, it is vitally important that they consider the potential and 
social structure of local people and gain the support of the civil society.

2- Nostalgic Urbanites (NUs)  

The second profile is educated, socially and geographically mobile people, 
whose reason for performing the folk repertoire often stems from a sense of 
nostalgia for their vanishing cultural past and who have become nostalgic 
urbanites (NUs). They often organize special nights wherever they live and 
practise their traditional dances and music. 

The people from the Domaniç area are no different, and as they migrate, 
their changing social, territorial and cultural recreation encourages them to 
reconstruct their almost-forgotten culture and reconfigure their ethnic prac-
tices. Appadurai coined the term “deterritorialization” and applied it to eth-
nic groups, sectarian movements, and political formations as well as those 
involved in marketing, and finance, and claimed that it provides the fuel for 
new ethnic conflicts. However, the Turkish case could be said to be contrary to 
Appadurai’s claim that: 

… deterritorialization affects the loyalties of groups (especially in 
the context of complex  disporas), their transnational manipulation 
of currencies and other forms of wealth and investment, and the 
strategies of states. The loosening of the holds between people, wealth, 
and territories fundamentally alters the basis of cultural reproduction.  
(1996, p.49) 

Deterritorialization has both positive and negative effects on local culture. 
While it causes a loss of traditional practices or creations, it can also evoke 
nostalgia which leads NUs to organize their fellows to memorialize things 
from their shared cultural past. There is a great effort to create resources, 
and to find sponsors, artists, and facilities through the collaboration of local 
administrations, NGOs, the private sector and local people.

Associations such as the İnegöl Ertuğrul Gâzi Kültür ve Yaşatma Derneği 
(the İnegöl Ertuğrul Gâzi Cultural and Preservation Association), the İnegöl 
Kütahyalılar ve Domaniçliler Derneği (the İnegöl Association of People from Kü-
tahya and Domaniç) are currently carrying the cultural heritage of the region. 

They have prepared a foundation for people from Domaniç to get together and 
revitalize their culture. The news about the culture night was reported in the 
local Domaniç newspaper as:

Eski geleneklerin gün yüzüne çıktığı gecede, halk oyunları ekiplerinin 
gösterilerinin yanı sıra vatandaşlara yöresel yemekler ikram edildi. 
Dernek Başkanının konuşmasının ardından gelenek ve görenekler 
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canlandırıldı13. (“Kütahya ve Domaniçlilerden Kültür Gecesi”, 2013, 
para.4)

Another Kütahya Domaniç culture night was organized by NUs in Germany in 
2015 and was reported under the headline “Almanya Wessel’de Gurbetle Sıla 
Buluştu” (Foreign-land and Homeland Met in Wessel, Germany). With the 
participation and contributions of local administrations in Germany, as well 
as those of Kütahya and Domaniç, the local traditions were revitalized. With 
regard to the Nostalgic Urbanites’ motivations, it was reported that: 

… the reason they support and participate in these culture nights is 
to carry cultural values to future generations, to keep traditional 
music alive, and to make sure the young generations remember their  
traditions. (“Almanya Wessel’de Gurbetle Sıla Buluştu”, 2015, para.6).

There are many examples of cultural organizations which stem from the same 
desire, and which are organized by similar associations in Turkey. For this rea-
son, NUs create great opportunities and have a high potential to sustain the 
intangible cultural heritage of Domaniç. It is therefore important not to forget 
to include this profile into cultural sustainability programmes.

3- Younger Generations (YGs)  

Promotional and representational national dances such as dance competi-
tions and dance shows create the third profile. It is comprised of students 
aged between 4 and 24 years of age as well as other members of the younger 
generation (YG) who perform the dances of Domaniç as a part of their educa-
tion or cultural activities.

In Domaniç, there are several primary schools that have folk dance courses in-
cluding the Karaköy Primary School and the Hisar Primary School, and a girls’ 
folk dance team (aged 9-12) which has continued to participate in regional folk 
dance competitions. Through weekend elective dance courses, the younger 
generation can gain access to their dance and music culture. 

Some of the female students in Domaniç Karaköy stated that they enjoy the 
dance classes and would like to continue with them because it allows them to 
socialize. In addition to folk dance competitions, regional festivals also pave 
the way for access to traditional dance and music in Domaniç. 

The youth of Domaniç can be considered as another category. Youth, ac-
cording to the criterion of Strategy for UNESCO’s Action with and for Youth 
(1998), constitutes people between the ages of fifteen and twenty-four, which 
accounts for approximately 18% of the world population (p.2). This age group 
is usually either seeking employment or a place at university. In Domaniç, 
both of these reasons cause young people to leave the region, and as 20 year-
old Anıl Öztürk stated: 

13 On this cultural night, during which our tradition comes into the daylight, in 
addition to folk dance demonstrations, traditional dishes were served. Customs and 
traditions were revived after the head of the associations’ speech.
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Domaniç youth only comes back to town during the summer time for 
their holiday break. Most of the wedding plans are made accordingly for 
this reason. Helping for each other’s weddings, such as the organiza-
tion of the guests, facilities and general needs is something we take 
seriously in our tradition. And performing the Domaniç Havası (male 
dances) together is an indicator of our bond of friendship.  (personal 
communication, August 11, 2014) 

It can be considered a matter of priority that youth is engaged and valued 
as social actors and knowledge holders in specialized fields such as intangi-
ble cultural heritage. As stated in Strategy for UNESCO’s Action with and for 
Youth, “such potential and energy must not be lest when confronted by pre-
carious conditions such as unemployment, exclusion and poverty, which are 
particularly detrimental to underprivileged youth” (UNESCO, 1998, p.2). As in 
other cases, the youth of Domaniç are important for the transmission of intan-
gible cultural heritage. They have a great potential to safeguard, promote and 
sustain the culture of Domaniç if they can be made aware of its importance. 

In this regard, UNESCO’s Medium Term Strategy 2014-2021 document pro-
poses the development of innovative projects by detailing three complemen-
tary and transversal axes of work. Axis 1 includes the policy formulation and 
review with the participation of youth. Axis 2 is concerned with the capac-
ity development for the transition to adulthood to reach the outcome of im-
proved educational and learning environment for youth to acquire skills and 
competencies for the transition to adulthood. Axis 3 includes civic engage-
ment, democratic participation and social innovation and the outcome of this 
axis emphasizes the engagement of young women and men as active citizens 
towards democratic consolidation, sustainable communities and peace (UN-
ESCO, 2014, pp. 9-15). The youth strategy of UNESCO will play a major role for 
the transmission of culture to the next generation. 

As one of the most important pillars for the bearing of tradition, the younger 
generation performs local dances on three different occasions in Domaniç. 
The first one is at weddings, which provides a platform for all ages. The second 
is within the formal education system; although folk dance and music courses 
are no longer part of the formal education system of Turkey, students receive 
these classes under the Let Schools Be Life project as weekend courses. The 
third is the national festivals where the younger generation have chance to 
demonstrate the culture of Domaniç through dance and music. The empower-
ment of young people to ensure their full participation in society as equal and 
valuable partners should be the main objective to sustain the traditional dance 
and music culture of Domaniç. This can be possible by seeking and creating 
more opportunities for them.

4- Tradition Bearers (TBs)  

The fourth profile is Tradition Bearers (TBs). These are folklore enthusiasts 
and local artists who live in both within and outside the region. An effective 
way to safeguard ICH sustainability is to ensure that the bearers of that herit-
age continue to transmit their knowledge and skills to the younger generation. 
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Article 2.3 of the 2003 UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intan-
gible Cultural Heritage highlights transmission and the recognition and sup-
port of “Living Human Treasures” as key factors for sustainability (UNESCO, 
2012, para.2). In Turkey, Yaşayan İnsan Hazineleri (Living Human Treasures) 
Turkish National Inventory preparation studies and Living Human Treasures 
National System studies are made by the MoCT, Research and Education Gen-
eral Directorate, under an “Experts Committee” which is chaired by the Re-
search and Education General Directorate and which also includes academics 
(Akyol, 2013, p. 89).

Following recommendations made in this study, the importance of Living 
Human Treasures has also been recognized by the local administration of 
Domaniç. The establishment of the Kayı Boyu Domaniç Kültür Derneği (Kayı 
Clan Domaniç Cultural Association) was legislated for on March 25, 2015 by 
the governorship of Kütahya. The legislation promises:

Kültürel mirasımızın taşıyıcıları olan yaşlılarımızın bilgi ve tecrübelerin-

den sözlü tarih  çalışması yaparak, kalitatif veya kantitatif çalışmalar 

yürüterek azami şekilde yararlanmak, onları kültür, sanat ve bilim alan-

larında yapılacak etkinliklere dahil etmek. Usta-Çırak atölyeleri, panel, 

seminer gibi etkinlikler düzenlemek.14 

As defined by UNESCO, “Living Human Treasures are persons who possess 
to a very high degree the knowledge and skills required for performing or re-
creating specific elements of the intangible cultural heritage” (UNESCO, n.d., 
Article 2). The Tradition Bearers of Domaniç, who can be considered as match-
ing this definition are not many but still exist. Thanks to the dedicated efforts 
of the Tradition Bearers of Domaniç such as Yahya Kocaağa, Ahmet Gezer, 
Kadir Erkan, Nezaket Özdemir, and Mehmet and Osman Demiröz, whose 
contributions made the field work of this study possible, some of the tradi-
tional dances and music of the region are still alive. Most of them are retired, 
but they are still working for the survival of their own cultural heritage.

With regard to local artists, only those employed by state institutions can make 
their living from their profession. Other artists have to have a “real job”, and 
this is the same reason that the local musicians in Domaniç worked for dif-
ferent governmental institutions for many years and kept their artistic endeav-
ours as hobbies. “You cannot make money out of folk music in Turkey” said 
local musician Mehmet Demiröz (personal communication, March 25, 2015). 

The same thing is valid for some people who worked voluntarily for Domaniç’s 
cultural sustainability as folklore enthusiasts. One of the oldest Domaniç resi-
dents Mesut Turan, stated that “…culture is a heartfelt issue. Once it gets you, 
you can never stop following” (personal communication, June 12, 2014).

14 Article 15 of the Kayı Clan Domaniç Cultural Association Legislation aims to take 
the maximum benefit from the older generation, who are the bearers of  intangible 
cultural heritage by conducting qualitative and quantitative works, oral history  stud-
ies, involving them in future planned events such as culture, the arts and science. Ad-
ditionally, aims to organize master and apprentice workshops, panels, and seminars.
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Engaging the local community maybe the most difficult and crucial factor in 
the sustainability of intangible cultural values. The presented profiles in this 
study indicates that those who are already willing and who have the potential 
to carry and sustain their cultures in both formal and informal settings.

Applied Projects   

There are fundamental values, various world views and conflicts of interest 
involved in promoting or lobbying for certain kinds of development in the 
name of sustainability. Sustainability has been often discussed in relation to 
development, planning, economics and the environment. 

More recently, there has been increased interest in exploring culture and sus-
tainability; however, research into sustainability demands cross-disciplinary 
cooperation on different levels among the social science disciplines. Titon 
(2011) stated that as traditional cultures vanished, the discourse passed 
through preservation, conservation and safeguarding, and finally arrived at 
sustainability (para 2). Grant (2013) mapped out this wider context in “music 
sustainability”, which clearly reflected the multi-disciplinarity of cultural sus-
tainability. Lomax (1980) emphasized the rapid extinction of traditions despite 
the efforts of folklorists and musicologists, and drew attention to the danger 
of disappearing cultures in the late 1970s He suggested that “the only way to 
halt this degradation of man’s culture is to commit ourselves to the principle 
of cultural equity, as we have committed ourselves to the principles of politi-
cal, social, and economic justice” (pp. 22, 23). However, the continued danger 
to cultural heritage suggests that this warning has, for the most part, gone 
unheeded and that far from halting the demise of individual cultures, even 
more now find themselves at risk. 

As Hofman (2010) stated, “cultures are not homogeneous wholes, but con-
sisted from the narratives and symbolizations of their members, and their 
complex social and significative practices. Therefore, the applied approach 
can better comprehend the complexity and richness of social reality itself” (p. 
25). Every applied project needs new model settings within the given culture 
and they require new frames and approaches. 

Due to the fact that there are many cases of at-risk dance and music cultures, 
work into cultural sustainability must overcome the intangible nature of such 
areas and provide data that can be of some use in their preservation. Any 
work towards sustainability must therefore be equally pro-active if it is to be 
successful. Therefore some projects were planned and conducted during the 
course of this study.

These projects were carried out according to the principles, purposes and 
roles of UNESCO’s Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural 
Heritage. In particular, Article 1(a) of the convention, which is intended “to 
safeguard the intangible cultural heritage”, and Article 1(b) which highlights 
“…respect for the intangible cultural heritage of the communities, groups and 
individuals concerned”. However, the latter can only be possible by raising 
awareness of culture and is, perhaps, the most difficult measure as it directly 
depends on the application of Article 1(c), which is concerned with increasing 
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“…awareness at the local, national and international levels of the importance 
thereof” (UNESCO, 2003, p.2). It is possible to say that through the conduct-
ed projects, there has been some success in evoking awareness both within 
and outside the Domaniç area.   

The projects were conducted under UNESCO’s Convention for the Safeguard-
ing of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, its purposes and roles and by reference 
to Article 1, parts (a), (b), (c) and (d).

Television Project   

The fieldwork revealed that many inhabitants in Domaniç watch the Vizyon 
Turk television channel. This is a regional channel which usually broadcasts 
folk music and culture programmes as well as chat-shows based on religious 
or traditional practices. 

A meeting was held with the presenters of the “Yörük Kızı” (Nomad Girl) pro-
gramme, Fatoş Kadıoğlu and İsmail Erçek, and this project became the broad-
casting of two episodes to feature Domaniç music and dance.

The first was held on January 11, 2015 and showcased the region’s folkloric 
traditions, male traditional dances, folk songs and costumes. No matter how 
much persuasion was used, neither the settler nor nomad women would per-
form the traditional dances on television due to their family restrictions or 
religious beliefs. The other obstacle was a heavy snow storm in the region. 
Only Nazmiye Türkmen and Nil Bal participated in the first Vizyon Türk pro-
gramme. They presented their traditional dress, as well as the customs of 
the region. When the presenter Fatoş Kadıoğlu asked 65 year-old Aliye Öztürk 
what was her motivation to participate in the programme, she stated that she 
was proud to represent her culture. Even though the female traditional dance 
could not be demonstrated, there was some improvised dancing to the ac-
companiment of the local folk songs.

The second programme was held on February 22, 2015 with the participation 
of nearly 150 local villagers and local administrators, and both female and 
male dances were demonstrated. The mayor of Domaniç, Sahvet Ertürk, and 
the mayor of Çukurca village, Ilyas Tosun, financed the transportation in col-
laboration with the Çukurca minibus drivers’ union. It was stated in the lo-
cal Domaniç newspaper that these programmes were, possibly, the first time 
that people with different views had come together to present the culture of 
Domaniç (“Domaniçliler İstanbul’u Fethetti”, 2015).

For the female dances, students who had previously performed the dances 
received training before coming to the programme. They performed the Düz 
Oyun and Sekme dance styles.

The Domaniç Havası and Çiftetelli male dances were performed to the accom-
paniment of “Çayır Değil Çimen Değil” and “Atalım Mı”, performed by Kadir 
Erkan, Mehmet Akgün, İzzet Serici, Bayram Yavuz, and Mehmet Demiröz.
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This media exposure, especially on television, but also including support from 
the local Domaniç newspaper, has had a positive effect as more local villagers 
have since shown an interest in becoming involved in such cultural events. It 
can therefore be claimed that such exposure stimulates the interest of local 
and regional communities in their cultural heritage.

Association Project  

Non-Governmental Organizations such as foundations, associations and citi-
zen initiatives are voluntary organizations which contribute to the social, po-
litical, cultural and financial development of the state. Foundations and asso-
ciations play an active role in social development and have a high potential to 
present cultural and social issues as well as inspiring activities and initiatives. 
They are also important for the community participation in social and cultural 
life. Article 33 of the Constitution of the Republic of Turkey states that “Every 
Turkish citizen has the right to form associations without prior permission” 
(MoCT, 2013, p.17). The most necessary element for sustaining the dance and 
music culture of Domaniç remains community engagement; therefore, the 
most effective long-term solution was thought to be the establishment of an 
association to actively involve the local community. 

This association was first proposed during the intangible cultural heritage 
convention studies and by evaluating national and international conventions, 
as well as the data obtained during the fieldwork for this study. The first for-
mal meeting of the Domaniç Kayı Boyu Kültür Derneği15 (Domaniç Kayı Clan 
Culture Association) was held on February 12, 2015 and it was approved as a 
legal entity by the governorship of Kütahya on March 25, 2015. The association 
intends to:

Define, safeguard, revitalize and promote the Domaniç region’s tangible 
and intangible cultural heritage and transmit it to future generations by 
conducting cultural, artistic and scientific works with the collaboration 
of the people who share the same aim without discrimination of 
language, religion, race or gender. 

As previously mentioned, community engagement is vitally important for the 
sustainability of traditional music and dances. Since women’s participation in 
public life has been very limited, their taking an active role in this association 
will hopefully involve more people and build relationships that are more com-
municative. Accordingly, the activities of the association are:

To conduct culture and arts projects which will enable women who play an im-
portant role in  cultural sustainability to participate actively in professional and 
social life, and support them in the preparation process. To promote women’s 
entrepreneurship in the region and show prepared projects to the public.

Following the initial stages of this project, two women have assumed respon-
sibilities in the management of the association. One of them, Nil Bal, who 

15 The foundation of the asssociation was reported in the local newspaper. Please 
see:http://www.domanicgazetesi.com/haber/kayiboyudomanickulturdernegiku-
ruldu-1080.html.
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also works in the Domaniç Culture House stated, “We should be a good ex-
ample for the other woman who don’t have the courage to work or be active 
in the cultural life of Domaniç” (personal communication, February 13, 2015). 
The other, Sevim Coşkun Gürbüz, a supporter of female entrepreneurship in 
Domaniç, added, “Women in Domaniç really need to be directed and encour-
aged. It is difficult to achieve this, especially when they are resistant to change, 
but we have to start somewhere” (personal communication, March 9, 2015). 

The association has recently started to gain members, and one of its found-
ers, Ahmet Gezer, indicated that the “Kayı clan and Turcoman culture will be 
promoted and sustained by the activities of the association in the future” (per-
sonal communication, March 25, 2015). So far, there has been a consensus 
that political rivalry should be kept out of the association’s structure since it 
was this that caused the closure of the previous one. 

If the association can maintain its more positive attitude toward women, and 
if it can remain above politics, then it stands a much greater chance of exem-
plifying the democratic strengths common to well-organized NGOs and may 
inspire others.

Dance and Music Workshop Project  

The Domaniç dance workshop took place in the Istanbul Technical University 
State Conservatory Turkish Folk Dance Department on 25 March 2015. This 
project was intended to present and promote the dance and music culture of 
Domaniç to students and teachers from all over Turkey. Domaniç folklore en-
thusiasts Mehmet Demiröz and Kadir Erkan demonstrated the male dances, 
and Nezaket Özdemir, Sevinç Özten and Kadriye Tanrıkulu demonstrated the 
female dances. 

Both the male dances, including Kemane Havası (the forgotten dance style), 
and the female dances were taught to, and performed by, the Conservatory 
students and teachers. First, the male Domaniç Havası dances were practiced 
and after the students had learned the basic dance steps, details regarding the 
style, such as the movement of the upper body, arm rotation and head posi-
tion were taught in the second part of the class

The local women of Domaniç showed their traditional female dances to the fe-
male students. At the beginning, adaptation for the both sides was not so easy 
since the local women had not practiced the dances for a long time and were 
unused to any form of teaching. However, the traditional female dances Düz 
Oyun, Sekme were eventually performed to the accompaniment of “Yumalak 
Fadimem”, “Dağlar Gazeli” and “Yörük Ali”.

Having another experienced dance teacher, Ahmet Demirbağ, present during 
this workshop enabled the students to analyse the dance steps better and 
helped them to learn the more complicated parts of the steps quickly. For the 
female dances, the students lined up face to face, and under the leadership of 
Nezaket Özdemir they practiced the female dances for another hour. 
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Sevinç Özten stated that because there is a generation gap between her and 
Nezaket Özdemir (other women call her abla which means elder sister) and 
there are differences in some steps and positions of their dance styles (per-
sonal communication, March 25, 2015). The event’s advertisements were cir-
culated on social media and produced a great deal of excitement and interest, 
both within and outside the Domaniç area. 

The dances were performed to pre-recorded music. However, during the per-
formances it was stated by the local dance instructors that the female dance 
music was recorded much faster than normal (N. Özdemir, personal commu-
nication, March 25, 2015).  It was found that this was because they had been 
recorded without the participation of the people who actually knew the rhyth-
mic structure of the female dances. The proposed solution to this problem 
produced another project: the proper recording of the female dance music.

Music Recording Project 

For this project, the ASM music studio in Istanbul was hired. The requested 
pieces were chosen by the guest instructors. These were: “Yumalak Fadimem”, 
“Dağlar Gazeli”, “Yörük Ali” and “Keklik Sesi”. In addition to these, a lament 
called “Çıktım Baktım Gökyüzüne Bulut Yok” was also recorded for it to be 
used as entrance music for the dances.

The musicians and volunteer local dancers met in Domaniç to study the ac-
companying bağlama and percussion pieces before the recording session 
which took place on April 3, 2015, and which were engineered by Ertan Kes-
er and Hasan Burak Bulut. Both myself and Ertan Keser noticed that there 
were two issues with the musical performances. First, there were no smooth 
transitions between the dance songs, epecially between the first, “Yumalak 
Fadimem” (9/8 rhythmic structure), and the second, “Dağlar Gazeli” (2/4 
rhythmic structure). This required me to show the dance steps to Mehmet 
Demiröz (bağlama) and Osman Demiröz (bendir or frame drum). After 15 min-
utes of rehearsal, a much more acceptable transition was achieved. The sec-
ond obstacle was the musicians’ tendency to speed up while playing but this 
was easily solved. With regard to the technical details of the music recording: 

We used two separate rooms during the process and recorded the music 
simultaneously. For the percussion recordings, we used a mono Shure 
SM57; and for the vocal recordings, an AB stereo-capable Neumann 
u87, since the bağlama player was also a vocalist. A specific rhythm was 
not required for the recordings because of the nature of the local folk 
songs, which do not have a specific rhythm. Therefore we recorded the 
artists with their internal rhythms.  (E. Keser, personal communication, 
April 3, 2015)

This project motivated and encouraged the volunteer dance teachers to teach 
these local dances and music to others. Following this project, Sevinç Özten 
and Kadriye Tanrıkulu, who live in the nearby town of İnegöl (45 km. from 
Domaniç), were eager to organize a small folk dance team within their group 
of friends. Sevinç Özten stated that: “We frequently get together for our regu-
lar social meetings and our traditional dance and music are not part of it, but 
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they will be from now on” (personal communication, May 27, 2015). Seeger 
(2006) stated: “ethnomusicologists’ recordings or videos may have an im-
pact long after their producer has forgotten about them” (p.223). Perhaps this 
recording will give rise to future projects for Domaniç. It is one of the aim of 
this study. After they returned to their town they reported that six women are 
ready to join their group. This enthusiasm inspired another project; namely, a 
dance show in Istanbul. 

World Dance Day Project 

“World Dance Day” is celebrated every year on April 29. For the last nine years, 
the Istanbul Technical University State Conservatory Turkish Folk Dance De-
partment has organized an event with the participation of dance groups from 
different universities, associations and foundations. This year this event also 
hosted a Domaniç traditional dance and music show.

Following the TV shows and dance workshops, several people in İnegöl and 
Domaniç were inspired to prepare for this proposed event voluntarily. Al-
though winter conditions are hard in the mountains, they sacrificed their time 
and made an effort to remember the dances again. One of the new Domaniç 
folk dance group members, Sevinç Özten, stated:

When we watched the first Vizyon Türk programme, the folk dances 
looked totally different. In fact they looked nothing like our traditional 
dances; they seemed like remade dances. We said that we should do 
something about it since we used to dance in the Domaniç folk dance 
team. Especially after your suggestion we were more motivated to es-
tablish our old group again and to take part in a show at the university.  
(personal communication, March 25, 2015)

Within the region, there is a common belief that the local dances, especially 
the women’s dances, are rapidly changing or vanishing because tutors are 
teaching dances from different regions instead of the local dances. This is 

Figure 6 : Local Women Performing Sekme (Copyright, 2015, by Istanbul Technical University).
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largely because the only formally employed folk dance teachers have been ap-
pointed by the government, and are from different cities. 

21 different dance shows took the stage for the April 29 World Dance Day 
celebrations in the Mustafa Kemal Concert Hall within the Istanbul Technical 
University Foreign Languages Department. Six women: Sevinç Özten, Kadriye 
Tanrıkulu, Emine Kocabey, Emine İpek Çağlar, Burcu Taşkın and Nuray Ülker 
performed two dances in the Düz Oyun style which were accompanied by the 
folk songs “Yumalak  Fadimem” and “Dağlar Gazeli” and one dance in the 
Sekme style which was accompanied by “Yörük Ali” (see Figure 6).

“Dağlar Gazeli” is a well known folk song both within the region and also 
throughout Turkey. During the fieldwork it was observed that the women of 
Domaniç tend to dance with the accompaniment of “Dağlar Gazeli” mostly 
because they remember the lyrics more easily than those of other traditional 
accompanying dance songs. For this reason, the women performers wanted 
this song to be included in the repertoire of the show. 

The accompanying bağlama was played by Mehmet Demiröz and the darbuka 
(small hand drum) was played by Barış Cem Songur who is a percussionist 
and student in the Istanbul Technical University State Conservatory Turkish 
Folk Dance Department. Four men: Kadir Erkan, Bayram Yavuz, Mehmet Ak-
gün and Yahya Kocaağa performed the male dances Domaniç Havası and Çifte-
telli which were accompanied by “Çayır Değil Çimen Değil” and “Atalım Mı?” 
with bağlama and darbuka accompaniment from Mehmet Demiröz and Barış 
Cem Songur (see Figure 7).

Figure 7 : Local Men Performing Domaniç Havası (Copyright 2015, by Istanbul Technical University).

Dancing on the stage was also a new experience for the local men, and despite 
their high level of excitement, the show was well-received. The participants 
stated that they were more motivated to keep working on their dances to de-
velop their perfomances. 
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Before the show, brouchures with information on the participating dance 
groups were distributed to the 600-strong audience. It should be stated that 
this project became possible through the self-sacrifice of the local people.  The 
municipality of Domaniç covered the transportation fees for this event and the 
participating performers paid their own expenses for accommodation. The 
Istanbul Technical University Turkish Folk Dance Department provided stage 
and promotional materials. 

The goal of the 2003 ICH Convention is explicit; it is safeguarding, ensur-
ing the respect of the communities, groups or individuals and raising aware-
ness at local, national and international level for the intangible cultural herit-
age of the given region. It is possible to state that these listed goals have 
almost been achieved in the Domaniç case through the conducted projects 
mentioned above. However, article 1(d) of the UNESCO Convention for the 
Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage states that it is intended “to 
provide for international cooperation and assistance” (UNESCO, 2003, p. 2). 
In the Domaniç case, this has not yet been fulfilled as there remain the serious 
financial problems. 

The Ministry of Culture and Tourism (MoCT) is allocated a tiny share of the 
government budget (an average of 0.5 percent of the total state budget for the 
period 2012-2015), and only 20 percent of the ministry’s budget is set aside 
for cultural activities and programs (Pierini, 2013, p. 9). The economic restric-
tions are the main problem facing such cultural works, and necessitate fund-
raising projects both locally and nationally.

The projects conducted in Istanbul and Domaniç showed that sustaining tra-
ditional dance and music by adapting and carrying them to the different areas 
such as theatres, universities and studios is another possible way to maintain 
the culture. It has been suggested that it is important to create or find new per-
forming areas to be able to sustain intangible cultural heritage (Ekici, 2007, p. 
68). By recognizing the controversy regarding the carrying of traditional dance 
forms from rural to urban areas, it can be definitely said that in the Domaniç 
case, it created a degree of local excitement. More importantly through these 
projects, the Domaniç region was promoted and its culture achieved wider 
recognition. Many people from Istanbul, and especially those who attended 
the “World Dance Day”, stated that they had never before seen the tradition-
al dances and music of Domaniç, and at least one was even unaware that 
Domaniç was a region of Turkey.

The Stakeholders of Cultural Sustainability   

Cultural problems require cultural solutions. It therefore becomes vital that 
the local community are re-engaged since they are the ones who will ultimately 
be responsible for the protection, safeguarding, and sustaining of their intan-
gible cultural heritage. However, this is not possible without the support of 
local administrations, such as municipalities. 

Municipalities in Turkey are seen as one of the major supporters of the cultural 
and artistic world since they are able to provide financial, infrastructural, so-
cial and cultural support for artistic and cultural organizations. As mentioned 
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by the MoCT (2013), preparing courses and exhibitions to support survival of 
local culture, traditions and traditional handcrafts as well as producing several 
publications are among their activities (p.132). Municipal administrations are 
regarded as public local entities with administrative and financial autonomy 
according to Municipal Laws 5216 and 5393. 

During the study, it was observed that the Mayor of Domaniç, Sahvet Ertürk,16  
was supporting the local culture by providing municipal facilities and transpor-
tation, and by enabling cultural studies, research and activities in the region. 
However, Mayor Ertürk drew attention to the insufficient budget allocated to 
the region during our interview and stated that:

Our biggest absence is the budget. The budget of the municipality is 
very low. This restricts every project and plan we attend to make for 
Domaniç. Our main aim is to develop regional and rural tourism to 
create revenue for the region. Then we can support culture and art with 
a greater level. But we act within our limits for now.  (personal commu-
nication, May 12, 2014)

The financial strength of the municipalities carries crucial importance for cul-
ture and the arts. The president of the Turkish Folk Dance Federation defended 
the importance of municipal support (financial and infrastructural) for cul-
tural and artistic organizations, and gave the example of a festival held in a 
district of Istanbul called Büyükçekmece:

For fifteen years we have organized the biggest festival in the world in 
Büyükçekmece. It is called the International Büyükçekmece Culture and 
Art Festival. 64 different countries are participating to the festival this 
year between the 1st and 9th of August. Through this festival, we are not 
only present our cultural practices such as folk dances, music and arts, 
but also have a chance to be open to the world and meet with the other 
nations. (G. Ozanoğlu, personal communication March 4, 2015)

Domaniç cannot be compared to Büyükçekmece, but the achievement of the 
latter can be seen as a goal and road map. 

From what was observed during the fieldwork, it is possible to state that the 
collaborative obligations of the special provincial administrations, municipali-
ties and villages cannot be fulfilled due to the political differences between 
the groups, and this has negative effects on the region’s cultural heritage. The 
local people in Domaniç repeatedly stated that the political competition and 
the attitude of political rivalry apparent at cultural events has become obvious. 

There have been a few local festival organizations by the Domaniç municipal-
ity and these have been platforms for local folkloric practices. However, a way 
to enhance and develop the local cultural heritage is to merge every resource 
with the community, the small village officers, the other political district rep-
resentatives, and the governorship of Kütahya, and to carry it to the state level 
to achieve better and more effective solutions for the future. 

16 Elected in April 2014.
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Commitments with the international organizations such as UNESCO further 
the responsibilities of Turkey regarding cultural sustainability. Research on hu-
man rights; the right to have access to culture, and issues regarding sustain-
able development and cultural diversity have driven experts from all over the 
world to find better solutions for a better future. The safeguarding of tangible 
and intangible cultural values, as well as the shaping, governing, and monitor-
ing of cultural policies with an international dimension have therefore become 
crucial. The 2003 UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage gave duties to countries with regard to community involve-
ment with the following statement “each State Party shall endeavour to ensure 
the widest possible participation of communities, groups and, where appro-
priate, individuals that create, maintain and transmit such heritage, and to 
involve them actively in its management” (UNESCO, 2003, Article 15). 2003 
UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Herit-
age which was signed during the 32nd UNESCO General Conference of the 
UNESCO on October 17, 2003 has drawn attention to cultures in areas where 
the former conventions fell short. Turkey became an official party to the Con-
vention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage on March 27, 
200617. 

The ICH convention stimulates the collaborative works inside and outside of 
the government. It provides cultural continuity with the participation and mo-
tivation of communities and individuals both nationally and internationally.

The third pillar of the cultural sustainability is Non-Governmental Organiza-
tions (NGOs), which includes foundations, associations, unions and profes-
sional organizations. Turkey supports the accreditation of NGOs and is at-
tempting to ensure that they follow the processes of the UNESCO Convention 
for the Safeguarding the Intangible Cultural Heritage. NGOs play crucial role 
since they are faster and more effective than the bureaucratic operations of 
state in enabling activation and interaction of different actors in the conven-
tion processes. 

Foundations such as the Istanbul Foundation for Culture and the Arts (İKSV) 
and the European Culture Foundation support national and international arts 
organizations. Such foundations develop partnerships to formulate cultural 
policies, as well as supporting cultural and art activities. 

However, the situation is quite different in Domaniç province. A large number 
of the activities held in Domaniç are open to the general public free of charge, 
and are often made with small financial contributions from the relevant mu-
nicipalities and the private sector in nearby towns. The organizer of the Selim 
Dede Festival, Kadir Tanrıverdi, stated:

17 The Directorate General of Research and Training of Ministry of Culture and Tourism 
is the authorized government body for Intangible Cultural Heritage. Chairman of the 
UNESCO Turkey National Committee, M.Ö. Oğuz, stated that the committee, which 
consists of the Directorate General of Research and Training of Culture and Tourism, 
relevant non-governmental organizations (NGO), academicians, and the bearers of 
tradition, created a National Inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage and a National 
Inventory of Living Human Treasures (2013, p. 6).
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For this year’s festival [on the 10th of May 2015] half of the expenses will 
be covered by the Çukurca Municipality [a nearby town] and some of 
them from a company called Baştaş which is in nearby town Tavşanlı, 
and this is thanks to the our personal affiliation with the manager. There 
is no firm, association or foundation to help for our local events. Eve-
rything is on our shoulders.  (personal communication, April 12, 2015)

This seems to signify that partnerships and the support of NGOs and the pri-
vate sector are vitally important in ensuring maximum public access to such 
cultural activities. In Domaniç, the only funding resources for local events are 
the local administrations. These usually provide facilities and cover the cost 
of basics such as transportation, food and materials. Any remaining require-
ments must rely on voluntary contributions from the event organizers and/or 
participants. This may be due to a lack of knowledge among locals about how 
to contact or attract NGOs or private sector funding. Although it seems as if 
the state will continue to be the main source of support for local cultural activi-
ties, the private sector should also be encouraged to participate more often 
and in a wider range of events.  

Development in technology is the fourth pillar of cultural sustainability. Music 
recording, radio, television, the internet and social media have been influen-
tial in cultural productions, and practices as well as their simulation among 
the younger generation. This effect can also be seen in the rural areas such 
as Domaniç. In particular, the technological and digital world has an attrac-
tion for the younger generations. This can be viewed as both a positive and a 
negative way, and there have been discussions regarding its effect on cultural 
values. However, it is more important to focus on ways to adapt to these de-
velopments.

Mass media enables development and promotes the diversity of cultural ex-
pression. This was mentioned in the UNESCO 2005 Convention on the Pro-
tection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions as a commit-
ment to “promote the use of new technologies, encourage partnerships to 
enhance information sharing and cultural understanding, and foster the di-
versity of cultural expressions” (Article 12). During the fieldwork for this study, 
it was often observed that the younger generation makes wide use of today’s 
technological devices and are active on YouTube and Facebook. Videos of local 
celebrations are circulated within the region through these sites quite quickly. 
However, there is a difference based on whether the videos are of men or 
women. For instance, the traditional music and dance videos of men are usu-
ally shared more than those of women due to societal pressure. It should also 
be stated that access to the women’s homes and dance culture for this study 
was only granted after a guarantee that the video recordings would not be 
shared on any social media.

The local Domaniç newspaper keeps abreast of developments in the social, 
cultural and economic life of the region. During the interview with the owner 
of the newspaper Mustafa Yiğit, who came to the region from Germany in 
2006 stated:
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The Domaniç newspaper was established in 1994 by Şevki Yılmaz. The 
newspaper’s circulation was 40 at the beginning but now it has reached 
to 500. Our slogan is: “Either do something for Domaniç or do not 
prevent anyone who does.” I guess this gives a clue about what we are 
up against. At the beginning of every week I visit the state offices one by 
one to ask what their next step is going to be. They usually don’t share 
the news fully but we are trying to follow it.  (personal communication, 
May 12, 2014)

Of course a local newspaper with an expanding, but still modest circulation 
can only be expected to achieve so much. To make any real or more wide-
spread difference, there must be involvement from media outlets that have 
a broader base. This is a point that is appreciated by local administrations in 
their attempts to improve the recognition of the area’s culture.

Any examination of the characteristics of the today’s mass media illustrates 
that finding adaptive formulas and following new trends, even on a small 
scale, makes intangible cultural practices more attractive and helps to pre-
serve their memory. 

The relationship between culture and democracy (and the right to access and 
participate in culture) obligates governments to take account of the fact that 
culture is located at the very heart of political policy and has a fundamental 
effect on the development of democracy. İnce, Öncü, and Ada (2011) stated 
that one of the key parameters is “fair regulations for the right of access to 
culture” and emphasized the need “to create opportunities for economically 
weak and socially neglected social sectors to access culture and participate 
in or consume cultural activities will serve the growth of cultural capital in 
Turkey” (p.191). Providing access to culture is the most problematic issue for 
Domaniç since its remoteness from the central government restricts opportu-
nities, particularly for the younger generation, and this distance is not some-
thing that can be affected by legislation alone. 

Measures to enable cultural sustainability for long-term results opportunities 
can be carried out by both public institutions and local administrations. How-
ever, since they have the authority to regulate any formal attempts to safe-
guard dance and music culture in Turkey, and also because of their authority 
to approve or deny any actions or plans made by local administrations, it is 
important to pay particular attention to the activities of the public institutions. 

The most important of these is the Republic of Turkey Ministry of Culture 
and Tourism (MoCT), through which Turkey’s fundamental cultural policies 
and principles are presented. Its structure consists of central, provincial and 
foreign organizations and their related organizations (MoCT, 2013, p. 10). The 
second is the Republic of Turkey Ministry of National Education. Its new regu-
lations include the offering of folk dance and music education only as elective 
courses in schools, and lessons given under the Okullar Hayat Olsun (Let the 
Schools Be Life) project. The third public institution is the Republic of Turkey 
Ministry of Youth and Sport which oversees folk dance competitions organ-
ized in 81 cities by the Turkish Folklore Foundation. Finally, the fourth impor-
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tant public institution is the Ministry of Development (MoD). Although it has 
an indirect effect on intangible cultural practices, the MoD has the potential to 
promise significant long-term solutions for the cultural sustainability issue in 
Turkey by being involved in the cultural sector through collaborative work with 
local administrations and financial support for civil societies.

Understanding the roles of the arbiters of power regarding cultural policy and 
the systems of government operating within the culture area is required when 
attempting to discover the reasons for any obstacles to cultural sustainability, 
but the most effective means of safeguarding cultural heritage is to maximise 
the involvement of the local people and to make them feel that both their tradi-
tions and their role in preserving them has value and meaning. 

Policies, regulations, and strategies can be used to achieve the best distribu-
tion or allocation of a cultural good that has an agreed societal value. However, 
there should also be a distinction between direct policies which are intended 
to affect cultural fields, and indirect policies (both state and non-state) that 
do so even when they are not intended to, as “policy” often equates to actions 
taken by the government, while ignoring those of non-governmental agencies, 
despite the latter’s crucial role in the decision-making process. 

Conclusion   

At the beginning of the fieldwork, there was not much hope for the survival of 
the local female dances and music, or for the revitalization of the male dances. 
This was largely due to a general unwillingness on the part of the inhabitants 
to participate in any musical or dance activities. 

Any expectation of involvement by local people in cultural activities depends 
upon their belief that this involvement will produce results. Once local people 
realize that their contributions can make a difference, the culture of Domaniç 
may be revitalized and there may be a re-engagement with the things they want 
to change. For those who would like to sustain the local traditional dances and 
music of Domaniç, it is vitally important that they consider the potential and 
social structure of local people and gain the support of the civil society.
 
In the case of the male dances, the older generations’ interest was awakened 
through the conducted projects mentioned above. The most experienced local 
dancers gathered for the dance workshops and organizations, and the posi-
tive reactions from within and outside the region motivated many people and 
contributed to the re-activation of the interest in dance and music.

After the projects conducted with participation of the local people and au-
thorities, it can be said that some of the dances and music could be revived 
and re-activated, such as Domaniç Havası and Sekme and their accompanying 
songs. They have been safeguarded for future reference, even though their 
actual performance has essentially come to a halt. 

Through the documentation of the traditional female dances, and the realiza-
tion of several projects that included local villagers, government agencies and 
institutions, the general community’s interest in their cultural dance heritage 
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was raised. This has lead to an attempt by some enthusiasts to organize cul-
tural events and give female traditional dances a place in regional festivals.

In addition to the provided motivation and desire towards to the traditional 
dance and music culture of Domaniç, Sevinç Çetin Özten, a local woman, 
enrolled in the Lifelong Learning Center in İnegöl village to receive a Folk 
Dance Trainer certificate with the intention of teaching the traditional dances 
of Domaniç. She stated, “Why can’t I start teaching the male dances to the 
students in Domaniç? As soon as I go back to İnegöl, I will research this” 
(personal communication, April 29, 2015). Additionally, a female folk dance 
team comprised of primary school students has been established within the 
Let Schools Be Life Project (Okullar Hayat Olsun Projesi) in Domaniç. 

In cases of dance and music endangerment, the success of any attempt at 
sustainability can only be achieved through solutions that include input from 
international bodies such as UNESCO, from the national and local levels of 
government, and, perhaps most importantly from local people who have the 
most investment to make in their own culture. Naturally, there is also a need 
for an availability of resources and funding that must be addressed as part 
of any discussion regarding the availability of information or allocations of 
budget share. There are numerous possible points and elements that serve 
cultural sustainability whether at the national or international level. Predicting 
the effects of an intervention requires a multi-disciplinary approach. Produc-
ing accurate data which may allow the discovery and application of new meth-
ods to safeguard and sustain intangible cultural values which are on the verge 
of disappearing remains a vital element of research. 

Enlarging the circle of cultural practices can be possible by involving as many 
people as possible. A cultural association, The Kayı Boyu Domaniç Kültür 
Derneği (Kayı Clan Domaniç Culture Association), was established for this rea-
son. It was founded through the efforts made during this study and gained 
local municipality support. Its continuation and sustainability mostly depend 
on the efforts of the local community and the local administration. 

It should be stated that the obstacles such as personal and political conflicts, 
and religious and gendered restrictions are shaping the future problems and 
every attempt will be made for the continuation of culture can jeopardize these 
initiatives. If these problems can be handled correctly and decisively there is a 
high potential that the re-activated dances and music culture of Domaniç will 
be sustained.

A policy which includes and engages whole stakeholders for cultural sustain-
ability can be considered to be of the utmost importance as a community’s 
cultural heritage depends on local people being given an active role in its fu-
ture. This has the benefit of allowing the active participation of all those who 
may be affected. Crucially, this includes culture-bearers and the communities 
themselves, who should ultimately have the right to determine the future of 
their own cultural heritage. 
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It must be stated that the activities and cultural events which are organized 
by, and which involve as many representatives of these profiles are the most 
promising means to create a foundation for sustainable intangible cultural 
heritage. It therefore becomes necessary to involve all four profiles, namely: 
Local Villagers (LVs); Nostalgic Urbanites (NUs); Younger Generation (YG); 
and Tradition Bearers (TBs), into ICH projects, and to benefit from their 
knowledge, potential, experience and enthusiasm. 

Careful policy planning and action requires long-term solutions to enhance 
the works towards sustainability. The regulations governing music and dance 
education in the formal education system, and which are intended to provide 
dance and music equally, should be reinforced. This will allow the planning 
of a better future in which artists and politicians, administrators and villagers 
can work together. In such a future, as the function and importance of any ef-
forts towards cultural sustainability becomes better understood, and there is 
a chance that cultural heritage can be preserved. 

As a result of these projects it can also be seen that sustaining the dance 
and music culture of Domaniç depends not only on state cultural policies, 
the government and the private sector, but also on leadership and volunteer-
ism. These are the two factors that public engagement requires. It is therefore 
necessary to ensure that any governmental cultural policies are determined by 
taking public preference into greater consideration.

Finally, it is hope that this study will advance and further the studies in the field 
of applied ethnomusicology, cultural sustainability, and cultural policy and be 
an inspiration for future research as it is open to adaptation to suit individual 
requirements and variables.
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